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Rose accepts Tennessee jo
County superintendent
served for 21 years
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Racers top
Croatia in
exhibition
Page 2B
WORLD

KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) —
Hurricane Marco spun northeastward through the Caribbean toward Jamaica today,
threatening to inflict further
damage on an island where severe storms have already
forced families from their
homes.
Jamaica's government
issued a hurricane warning and
flash-flood watch and urged
fishermen to return to port.
Storm-force winds from the first
effects of the hurricane could
begin later tonight in southern
Jamaica.
Marco grew to hurricane
strength early today with maximum sustained winds of 75
mph, according to the U.S. National Hurricane Center.
"It probably will strengthen a
little bit more, but we still expect it to remain in the Caribbean the next two to three
days," hurricane specialist Ed
Rappaport said.
He said the primary threat
remains to Jamaica, eastern
Cuba — site of the U.S. Naval
Station at Guantanamo Bay —
and to Haiti. Cuba east of Camaguey and Haiti both were
under a hurricane watch today
as the storm heads their way.
"Torrential rains of 10-15 inches, locally higher, accompany Hurricane Marco," the
National Weather Service
warned today in Miami.
At 10 a.m. EST, Marco was
about 220 miles south of Kingston. The storm was traveling
east at nearly 9 mph, but was
expected to turn northnortheast later today and slow
down in forward speed.
Recent storms in Jamaica
have already caused $2.9 million in damage and forced the
evacuation of 19 families.

Calloway County Schools
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose accepted an offer Tuesday to become superintendent of the
Maury County, Tenn. public
school system.
Maury County Board of Education officials accepted Rose with
a 7-3 vote during a special meeting Tuesday night.
According to Rose, a verbal
agreement has been worked out
for a four year contract worth approximately $80,000 a year.
The Maury County school system is located in Columbia, Tenn,
and includes six high schools and
11 elementary and middle
schools in both the city and the
county.
,Columbia is located in the
middle of the state about 45 miles
southwest of Nashville. Maury
County is home to the SATURN
automotive plant and Columbia
State Community College.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton today gave legislators a plan he said would cut
costs of workers' compensation
without cutting benefits to the
injured.
He said soaring costs are due
in large part to the coal industry,
particularly to a claims system
for black lung disease that is
"totally out of control."
Under his plan, Patton said, a
coal miner filing a claim for
black lung disease would have to
prove substantial impairment of
breathing.
Patton disclosed that he, too,
has the disease, a legacy of his
years as a tipple worker and coal
operator in Pike County.
He sometimes would cough up
black dust for hours after work,
Patton told the General Assembly's interim joint Labor and
Industry Committee. But "if I
have any breathing impairment, I

Rose said the move will allow
him to continue working as an
educator.
"I have served 32 years in the
Kentucky Teachers Retirement
System," Rose said. "This- gives
me an opportunity to retire here
and continue to work in education for 8 to 12 more years in
Tennessee."
A native of Murray, Rose graduated from Murray High School
and received his undergraduate
degree from Murray State University in 1965. He also served as
an educator at MSU for eight
years.
On July 1, 1976, Rose became
superintendent for the Calloway
County School District.
"My wife and I have talked about this move for a while," said
Rose. -This was An opportunity I
felt like I couldn't pass up."
The Maury County school system enrolls approximately 14,000
students compared to the Calloway County school system which

Calloway County Schools Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose (center) announced Wednesday that he will accept a job with the Maury County School System in Columbia, Tenn. Rose is shown here with several
members of the Calloway County school board in August.
enrolls 3,214.
Maury County high schools are
broken into three "unit schools"
which teach students in grades
K-12; two high schools which
teach children in grades sixa,
through 12 and one high school
that teaches children in grades

can guarantee you it has more to
do with cigarettes," Patton said.
Patton gave the combined
House and Senate committee a
115-page draft of a bill. He has
said he intends to call the General Assembly into special session on Dec. 2.
The essence of Patton's proposal is that some claims for jobrelated injuries or illnesses would
be harder to prove. Fewer workers likely would win claims, but
some awards — burial allowances, payments for lost fingers,
thumbs and hands, among others
— would be dramatically
increased.
There would be less need for
attorneys and expert medical witnesses. The law's definition of an
injury would be tightened to exclude "effects of the natural ag-

tem employs approximately 752
education._ professionals ancJ tes,
an operating budget of
$44,265,595.
"One of the things I like about
Maury County is that it provides
III See Page 2

Local
authors
will be
at fair
Three Murray residents will be
among the array of 150 authors
featured here on Saturday, Nov. 23,
at the 15th annual Kentucky Book
Fair.

BERNARD KANE:Ledger & Titres photo

SHOW AND TELL: Hazel Rieber and Peggy Smith admire the
handiwork of another member of the Quilt Lovers of Murray group
during the show and tell portion of their monthly meeting.

Murray State University teacher
Ted Franklin Bclue, quilt designer
Phillis D. Miller and "Field and
Stream" writer Gary Garth are part
of the Book Fair's largest-ever roster
of authors. Bettie will bring his
history, "The Long Hunt: Death of
the Buffalo East of the Mississippi",
to the fair. Miller will sign and sell
"The Encyclopedia of Designs for
Quilting". Garth will be on hand
with the World War II history he
co-authored, "Tenko! Rangoon
Jail".

IN See Page 2

Newt Gingrich
will be speaker

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly cloudy with a
30 percent chance of light rain.
Low in the middle 40s. Light
northeast wind.
Thursday...Continued mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of light rain in the morning.
Some decreasing clouds in the afternoon. High in the middle 50s.

Two Sections — 20 Pages
48-68
Classified*
....
BERNARD KANE/Ledger S Times photo
38
Today.--------- SA-OA

nine through 12. The Calloway
County school system encompasses one high school, one middle
school and three elementary
schools.
A 10-member board serves the
Maury County school system in
four-year terms. The entire sys-

CATCHING A WHIFF: Murray Police Department's canine handler, Officer Steve Robinson (left),
demonstrates how his partner Max detects hidden marijuana in an enclosed package during an assembly
Tuesday at Murray High School. Robinson and Max were introduced by Kentucky State Police Trooper
Mike Turbow (right). During the assembly, several canine officers swept the school searching for illegal
contraband. According to MPD, none was found.

By ALAN FRAM
additional, damaging revelations.
Associated Press Writer
Republicans shouted "aye" to
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gingrich's renomination and no
House Republicans voted by ac- dissent was heard. They chanted
clamation today to keep Newt "Newt, Newt, Newt" as he beGingrich as speaker as apparent gan speaking.
In an acceptance speech, Ginrank-and-file concern over leadership continuity eclipsed worries grich emphasized cooperation
with President Clinton, a far cry
about his ethics problems.
The vote all but ensures that from the revolutionary rhetoric he
the 53-year-old Georgian will and other Republicans used when
lead the House again in the new they captured House control two
Congress following an initial two years ago.
years in which he was at once the
"We bear the unusual burden
GOP's philosophical leader and
of
reaching out to a Democratic
chief tactician as well as lightpresident,"
Gingrich said. "If the
ning rod for Democratic attacks.
last
Congress
was the confrontaThe full House will formally
tion
Congress,
this Congress will
vote on the speaker and other
be
the
implementation
party posts when Congress convenes on Jan. 7. At that point, the Congress."
"We can do a lot of work
only foreseeable hindrance to
together
because we share the
Gingrich's election would be if a
House ethics committee report common direction" of balancing
about him, which is expected to
be released by January, contained •See Page 2
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FROM PAGE 1
the budget, fighting drugs and reducing taxes, he said.
The day was bittersweet for
Gingrich. His renomination came
a few hours alter his father,
Robert Gingrich, died. "It's
made more complex because this
is also my mother's birthday," he
told colleagues. "That makes it
hard.''
Following an election Lampaign in which Democrats used
him as a synonym for extremism
and picked up eight House seats,
some Republicans expressed
skepticism about keeping him in
the No. 1 job.

•Authors...

But he retained a loyal following. He is widely credited with
masterminding the GOP's 1994
capture of the House, and most
Republicans say he did an effective job as speaker and in helping
them retain their majority in this
month's elections.
"In many ways, he does represent the one person who has the
most appeal for moderates all the
way to conservatives in our caucus," said moderate Rep. Mike
Castle, R-Del.
Gingrich would be the first Republican speaker elected to two
consecutive ternis since the late
1920s when Ohio's Nicholas

NEW CROP
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Longworth did it. Since then, the
House has been mostly under
Democratic rule.
House Majority Leader Dick
Armey, R-Texas, Majority Whip
Tom DeLay, R-Texas, and conference chairman John Boehner,
R-Ohio, were also expected to be
re-elected to their positions without opposition today.
A few Republicans, including
Rep. Peter King, R-N.Y., have
openly complained that ethics
charges pending against Gingrich
and his negative public perception make him an unwise choice
for speaker.
Yet no Republican has
emerged to publicly challenge
any of the leaders, even though
voters cut the GOP's 38-scat
edge in the last Congress nearly
in half. Thanks to an effective
damage-control operation, a lack
of plausible alternatives, plus a
widespread sense that Gingrich
listens to all segments of the
party, the leaders said they were
not worried about losing their
jobs.
"You don't get concerned until someone stands up and says
'I'm running against you,' and so
far there isn't even a rumor that
will happen," DeLay said last
week.
The most serious problem Gingrich faces among his GOP colleagues involves his investigation
by the House ethics committee.
An ethics subcommittee is
probing whether the speaker or
his associates illegally financed
his, college lectures with taxdeductible donations. The panel
-- two Republicans and two
Democrats -- is also examining
whether Gingrich made accurate
statements to the committee during the investigation.
In recent days, some Republicans have expressed uneasiness

III Patton...
FROM PAGE 1
ing process." Patton has said he
expects claims for back injuries
and hearing loss to drop
significantly.
In nearly an hour of testimony
today, Patton included an appeal
to labor leaders, who seem fiercely opposed to the plan.
"My first concern has always
been, still is and always will be
the workers of Kentucky. ... I'm

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

$399

Bar-BAD Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets.
Fried Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham, Food
Bar, Salad Bar. Dessert Bar. Drink.
Monday-Friday 10A0 eArt.47A0 pan.

Murray, Ky.

753-0045
Sponsored by:

about supporting Gingrich unless
the House ethics committee's
outside counsel releases his report on the speaker. These include Rep. Christopher Shays, RConn., who had said he would
support Gingrich in the Republican session today, but abstain
when the full House officially
votes for speaker in January.
The ethics subcommittee,
which has the job of deciding
whether to charge Gingrich with
violations, has said it plans to
complete its work by the end of
the year.
After King, Shays and others
publicly voiced qualms about
Gingrich, his 15 top lieutenants
last week took the unusual step of
releasing a letter lauding his
"visionary leadership" and urging his re-election. In recent
days, even the critics have said
they expect Gingrich and his
team to be re-elected.
"The issue has been raised,"
said King, who will begin his
third term in January. "Newt has
gotten the message that there is
discontent."
Gingrich, Armey and the other
leaders have also met or spoken
with virtually every Republican
lawmaker in an effort to hear
whatever complaints their colleagues have.
"Instead of using a strong fist,
they went out and said,'OK, why
were you upset?"' said conservative Rep. Mark Soudcr, R-Ind.
With a handful of election results incomplete, Republicans
seem on track to have a 228-206
edge over Democrats in the next
Congress, with one independent.
On Monday, House Democrats
selected Rep. Dick Gephardt of
Missouri to again be minority
leader and returned Michigan
Rep. David Bonior to the No. 2
job as whip.

FROM PAGE 1
Former Mayfield mayor John W.
Boyd will bring the World War II
history he co-authored with Murray
writer Gary Garth, "Tenko! Rangoon Jail", to the fair. Romance
novelist Patricia Rice will sign and
sell her latest work,"Paper Moon".
The Book Fair, which will run
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Kentucky
State University's William Exum
Building, will spotlight several authors whose writing or careers have
thrust them into the national limelight. They include:
Howard K. Smith, the former
ABC news anchor who has written
his memoirs,"Events Leading UP to
My Death", "The Life of a Twentieth-Century Reporter";
Eleanor Clift, a Newsweek editor
and noted TV political commentator
who has co-authored with her husband a Washington insider book,
"War Without Bloodshed: The Art
of Politics";

FROM PAGE 1
the same type of environment
that Calloway County does,"
Rose said. "And that is something that is very important to me
and my family.
"The school district has great
potential in the future. Those are
the kind of conditions that I like
to work under."
Rose's contract with the Calloway County school system expires June 30, 1998.
Looking back on his tenure
with the school system, Rose said
the experience has been
rewarding.
"I think the efforts that have
been made here have been successful," he said. "I think we've
been extremely fortunate to develop new programs and our ability
to obtain outside funding.
"We have been able to do so many things from building, renovating and expanding facilities to
helping children. All of these
things, to me, have been a very
also concerned that they continue rewarding set of experiences. I've
to have jobs at a fair wage," Pat- been very fortunate to be
here."
ton said.
Calloway County School Board
But employers can only recoup Chairman Tim Stone said the
sysrising "comp" costs by cutting tem hopes to maintain the
success
labor costs, Patton said.
Rose has brought to it.
"I'm convinced that, on aver"He's been here a long time
age and over time, it's the worker and contributed a
lot to the
who really pays the costs of school system," Stone
Said. "He
workers', compensation. They pay has always handled any
situation
with lower wages and sometimes in the best way he
could.
they pay by losing their jobs,"
"He's always been supportive
Patton said.
of the board, but his first priority
Workers benefits are not too has always been the students.
We
high, but some workers win want to hire a new
superintendent
awards without a "medically that will maintain that
priority."
identifiable, permanent disability," he said.
"The basic problem with our
program is it's too subjective. Almost everything is left to somebody's judgment or opinion,"
Patton said.
That requires "expensive lawyers and extensive medical exBy The Associated Press
ams by both sides, and an extenA high school student in
sive state judicial system to decide questions which can never Louisville refuses to unbraid his
hair. An eighth-grader in Pike
he answered precisely based on
the information presented," he County wears black lipstick. A
seventh-grader in Somerset sports
said.
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Board member Rick Murdock
said Rose has proved valuable to
the school system throughout the
years.
"Jack Rose has been a tremendous asset to this school district," said Murdock. "I think the
people of Calloway County owe
him a tremendous amount of
thanks.
"Dr. Rose has always stated to
the board his stance on an issue.
Whenever we have voted against
that decision, he still remained
supportive of us."
Murdock said Rose has been a
major factor in the school system's bright financial picture.
"I've had the opportunity to go
to national school board meetings
and hear about other school systems who are facing financial
problems," he said. "But that is
something that has not happened
since Dr. Rose has been here.
"He's been involved in a lot of
controversial situations, but he's
always done what's right for the
children of Calloway County."
Janice Weaver, the dean of the
College of Education at Murray
State University, said Rose will
be missed by the university
community.
"It is not only a loss for Calloway County," she said. "It will be
an extremely big loss to Murray
State University. He has been a
fine supporter of Murray State. If
we needed assistance or direction, he has always been here to
help. He has been an educator to
more than just one school
system."

a ring through a pierced lip.
In each case, the student was
suspended by a principal under a
local code that forbids wearing
anything that would be a
distraction.
Codes are not born by fiat, according to the Kentucky School
Boards Association.
"These policies are adopted in
response to teacher, parent and
general public demands for discipline in the schools," association spokesman Brad Hughes said
Tuesday in Frankfort.
Whether the suspensions this
month in Kentucky were appropriate or an over-reaction seemed
to be open to argument. But they
followed a wave of national publicity from similar cases in other
states.
A 13-year-old honor student in
Dayton, Ohio, was suspended last
month for having Midol, a nonprescription pill for relief of menstrual pain. Officials said it violated her school's no-drugs
policy.
A first-grader in Lexington,
N.C., was separated from his
class and forced to miss an ice
cream party because he kissed a
girl on the cheek. School officials
called it unwelcome touching.
A kindergartener in Providence, R.I., was suspended last
year for bringing a table knife to
school. It violated a no-weapons
rule.
Hughes, of the school boards
association, said the KSBA has
helped write policies on student
dress and conduct for about 150
of the 176 public school districts.
The association warns against
blanket prohibition of anything,
including drugs, Hughes said.
"Every situation has to be
weighed on the merits of that
:he said.
case,*

Vfrg?'

Sept.
None

Gwendolyn Brooks, the Pulitzer
Prize winning poet known world
wide for her works; and
Best-selling
novelist
Nora
Roberts, who has more than 100
novels in publication and close to 30
million in print.
In addition, nearly every Kentucky author of a current book-almost 90 altogether-is included in
this year's lineup. Patrons will find a
number of new faces signing the
annual offering of biographies, histories, novels, calendars, cookbooks, poetry, memoirs and humorous works.
Profits from the Book Fair are
awarded each year to Kentucky
libraries to improve their book collections. The total donated through
this year is more than $150,000.

II Rose...

McPedk,
Scout

Georgie Anne Geyer.another TV
political analyst and syndicated columnist with a book on citizenship,
"Americans No More";"The Death
of Citizenship";

Students, dress
codes clash

Pick 3
4-4-0
Pick 4
1-4-3-6
Cash 5
13-21-25-27-29
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White House eager for resumption of budget talks
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Hard
as it is to believe after last
winter's debacle, the Clinton administration says it is eager to get
back into serious budget negotiations with the Republican leaders
of Congress.
The White House's new budget
director, Franklin Raines, said he
will begin holding a series of exploratory talks with GOP leaders
searching for ways to achieve a
five-year agreement to balance
the budget by 2002.
"I will be talking to them to
see if there are any areas where
we can begin to work together,
large or small, to begin to build
confidence in our ability to work
in a political but not necessarily
partisan environment," Raines
told a small group of reporters
Tuesday.
He said his initial discussions
would focus on whether both
sides could agree on a single set
of economic assumptions. Clinton
eventually agreed last year to offer a plan that reached balance
using economic assumptions of
the Congressional Budget Office

rather than the more optimistic
forecast of his own Office of
Management and Budget.
Raines, who took over in September, said he believed the political environment was far more
conducive to reaching a deal this
time around than it was two years
ago.
"Two years ago, we had a Republican majority that said, 'We
are not middle of the road; we are
here for revolution,' and we had
a Democratic Party that said,'We
are opposed to the elements of
your revolution,— Raines said.
"Today each is saying, 'We represent the broad middle of
America.' That is a big
difference."
Following the November elections, both President Clinton and
Republican leaders in Congress
have signaled a desire to avoid
last winter's acrimonious standoff
in which no balanced budget deal
was achieved despite two partial
government shutdowns.
Clinton invited congressional
leaders to the White House last
week to discuss ways to avoid
such a standoff this time around.
Later, he called getting a ba-

Both House and Senate Republican leaders, however, have already expressed their own preference for sticking to the traditional
schedule that would have no serious talks get under way until after the president's budget submission in February.
Raines said he still hoped to
move that timetable up in the preliminary discussions he will have
in coming days with congressional leaders.
"We would particularly like to
avoid the process of having us
move on our own and for them to
move on their own and only really join a discussion after hard
positions have been outlined and
set forward," Raines said.
In a separate interview, John
Hilley, the president's chief congressional lobbyist, said the administration was optimistic it will
be able to defeat a proposed constitutional amendment requiring a

lanced budget his top priority in a
second term and said it could be
"easily achievable," given how
close both sides were before talks
broke off.
Raines offered no hints Tuesday of where the administration
planned to offer compromises in
its effort to reach agreement with
Republicans, but he said the administration's position on Medicare would not be significantly
different than its last budget
offer.
During the campaign, the president had denounced the Republican budget for proposing severe
reductions in Medicare while Republicans contended that the
Democrats were resorting to
scare tactics in an effort to win
votes.
Raines said Tuesday he hoped
agreement could be reached in
time for the deal to be reflected
in the budget Clinton is required
to submit to Congress on Feb. 3.
But he conceded that was an
extremely ambitious target and
suggested as a fallback a deadline
in April, when Congress is supposed to produce its own spending outline.

se

balanced budget.
The balanced-budget amendment passed the House in 1995
but fell a single vote short of Senate approval. The November
elections resulted in a batch of
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additional amendment supporters
joining the Senate, but Hilley
said the adminisu:ation would
concentrate as lobbying efforts
on the House, where Democrats
gained seats.
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Many could lose food stamps
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Thousands of Kentuckians could
start losing their food stamps in a
few months unless the state can
get waivers from the new federal
welfare-reform law, state officials
say.
Advocates for the poor foresee
a crush of new demands on limited charitable resources if as
many as 20,000 people lose their
food stamps.
"What's going to happen to
this group of people?" asked
Dottie Lavigne, who runs a food
pantry in London. She..said some
don't have the skills or education
to get what full-time jobs are
available in Laurel County.
"I know they're scared," said
Lavigne, executive director of
Come-Unity Cooperative Care.
"They're saying, 'What am 1 going to do? I can't afford to get by
with what I'm doing now, ami
now they're going to take my
food stamps away."
The new law will cut off food
stamp benefits to able-bodied
adults, 18 to 50 years old, who
are not working and don't have
children. They will be able to get
food stamps for only three
months during any three-year
period.
Kentuckians now receive
nearly $400 million in food
stamps a year.
, Unemployed, childless, poor
people could start losing their
benefits at the beginning of
March, said Viola Miller, head of
the Cabinet for Fainilieg .and
Children.
She said some poor people
who now rely on food stamps
might soon have to decide between spending money on shelter
or spending it on food.
"There's a possibility we
would see a significant increase
in homelessness," Miller said.

In those instances where the
state cannot obtain waivers,
Miller said, the state shquld work
with people to help them find
jobs.
One waiver would cover the 16
counties in Kentucky with reported unemployment of more
than 10 percent — one of the
ways set out in federal law to
avoid the food stamps cuts.
Miller said she is confident the
state will save the benefits for the
estimated 5,(XX) affected people
who live in these counties.'
The 16 counties that should receive this exemption, based -on
the latest unemployment numbers
are: Breathitt, Carter, Cumberland, Elliott, Floyd, Harlan,
Knott, Lawrence, Lctcher, Lewis,
Nlagoffin, Martin, Menifee, Morgan, Ohio and Perry.
But the state will also try to
get waivers for other counties
where the percentage of working
adults is below the national average. These other waivers that the
state plans to request would cover
about 11,000 people, Willis said.
Anne Hager, who has helped
work on the waivers for the state,
said she thinks these waivers
stand a good chance of being
granted.
Even more waivers may be requested for high-poverty census
tracts, particularly in Louisville,
Miller said. More than 2,000 of
the people who Stand to lose benefits are in Jefferson County.
Miller said she is concerned
not just about the people who
stand to lose the benefits, but
also about how their communities

Everyone's favorite
holiday dish is
the one you don't
have to buy.

might be affected. Food stamps
for the 20,000 people at risk of
losing the benefits arc. worth
more than $26 million a year to
the state's economy.
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The state is applying for waivers that would preserve benefits
for at least 5,000 people in counties with high unemployment, and
perhaps 11,000 more in other
areas where the economy is
weak, cabinet spokesman Cary
Willis said.
Miller said she would prefer
that nobody's food stamps be cut
off so quickly — and the waivers
are aimed at preserving benefits
for as many people as possible.
"If we're going to deny benefits, we need to at least inform
them of what services are available to help them get into the
work force," she said.
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Higher education in hands ofconsultants

Managing Editor

FRANKFORT — I have absolutely
no doubt that 2,500 years or
ALICE ROUSE
so ago, when the Greek city states
General Manager
were flourishing and democracy
Where there ts no vision. the people perish.'
was being born, there were consultants telling the Spartans and AthePUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.
nians how to do it right. And later,
,
surely there were consultants advising Nero on the best way to rebuild
Rome after it burned.
Today, of course, government
simply does not function without a
consultant somewhere in the background paid handsomely to tell
Dear Editor:
local, slate and federal officials how
As an ardent Racer football fan, I can't help wondering why the
to do it right.
attendance at our home games is not what a two time undefeated
So it would have been shocking if
champion football team deserves.
Gov.Paul Patton's special task force
This past Saturday the Racers were playing for their second
to reform Kentucky's unwieldy
undisputed, undefeated championship, and the announced crowd was
higher education system had not
6.900 people. 1 thought the coaching staff, the team, and especially the
turned to outside consultants for
17 seniors deserved better!
guidance. And sure enough,the task
I know the television is full of football on any fall Saturday afternoon,
force did just that.
-but the Racers are "hometown" football.
The report by Aims McGuinness
Providing we are given home field for the first playoff game,there are
of the National Center for Higher
two more Saturdays coming up to watch and honor a championship
Education Management Systems
football program. So, come on out and enjoy the spirit and thrill
throws out as many as four scenarof a
"championship season."
ios to cover major changes in how
higher education is managed and
Al Kumpfer
2123 Country Rd., Murray, Ky. 42071
funded in Kentucky. Each involves
revamping the role of the Council
on Higher Education, which now is
more a coordinator than anything
else, and the ways in which hundreds of millions of dollars a year

FROM OUR READERS

A reader's call to arms

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

are appropriated ior
education in the state.
It is that huge cost to the taxpayers — and the untold billions spent
on higher education over the last
few decades — that has produced a
system that isn't by any measure
awful, but by every measure is far
from excellent.
Patton has staked his gubernatorial reputation on reforming that
system and it's not going to be easy.
In fact, it would be simpler if it were
possible to throw out the system
entirely and start all over from the
beginning.
For one thing, there would not be
eight separate and independent universities in a state with scarce
resources and barely more than four
million population. There would not
be two urban research universities
competing with one another on
everything from National Science

lawmakers.
'Mere also would be a need for
purely technical schools for postsecondary education and job training, but they would not be run by a
state agency that has no connection
with the higher education system
and there would be a strict demarcation line between what community
colleges offer students and what the
technical schools offer.
Foundation grants to NCAA basketDuplication of courses and progball championships.
rams, often in the same city by
community colleges, technical
And whatever number of fourschools, even universities would be
year universities were allowed, all
would be governed by a single, anathema because of the utter waste
of limited money.
powerful board of trustees with
members selected, not because of
As for professional schools, there
their political muscle or the amount
might be two law schools, not three.
of their political contributions, but
There would be one world-class
by their abilities to oversee a public
medical school and dental school.
higher education system aimed at
Rather than anyone and everyone
equaling those systems in North
churning out engineers of whatever
Carolina, Indiana, Michigan or Castripe, there would the Kentucky
lifornia
Institute of Technology with a naThere undoubtedly would be a
tional reputation for the quality of
need for community colleges in
its graduates.
many places, but they would be
Pie-in-the-sky thinking?
governed by their own separate
Absolutely, but that's what conboard and not by the board of the
sultants are supposed to think, and
state's flagship university. Nor
I'm not charging Patton's task force
would their creation be subject to
S136,000 for the pie.
the political machinations of the
Any chance of any of the above
legislature and their funding be held
becoming reality?
hostage to the powers of individual
Not one.

The Daily News, Bowling Green
In the early afternoon of a sunny July day, a shadow fell over
Bowling Green and much of the nation.
When young Morgan Violi was taken from the parking lot of her
home at Colony Apartments, it stripped away the veneer of safety
we seem to enjoy in Warren County. The especially heinous nature
of a child abduction — the first by a stranger that longtiriie law
enforcement veterans could recall — showed us firsthand the unfortunately real face of a monster.
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The community stood behind the family of the 7-year-old girl
and waited for any word that would bring a glimmer of hope that
Morgan would be found, unharmed.
That glimmer started to flicker last month, when the remains of a
young girl were found in a field nearby Robertson County, Tenn.
Although there had been no positive identification, forensic experts
noted abundant similarities between the body and the missing child.
Now, the flame is out. Forensic pathologists working on the
identification confirmed the remains were Morgan.
We cannot begin to fathom what the family has been throug
h and
will live through the rest of their lives. ...
We. as a community, also will live with the aftermath
of this
tragedy.
The pall will he with us forever.
What we must do now is to rally the fear, the anger and
the prayers into a commitment to make sure no family — no
child — must
go through this again.
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The Kentucky Post
When the money paid into Kentucky's worker
s' compensation
system gets divvied up, too much of it goes into
the hands other
than those of injured workers.
That's the first conclusion reached by Gov. Paul Patton's administration in its 122-page report on Kentucky's workers' compen
sation system --- the troubled system that pays out $500 million
a
year to injured and disabled workers.
Patton has talked of calling a special session of the General Assembly -- perhaps for Dec. 2 —,to tackle workers' compensation
reform.
There will be no simple solution to the multifaceted proble
ms
confronting Kentucky's workers' compensation system. ...
In Kentucky, the primary recipients of workers' compensation
payments — aside from injured workers — are lawyers, the healthcare field, and the system itself.
..1
In fact, the administration's report finds an estimated 28
cents
out of every workers' compensation premium dollar goes
to administrative costs: a bit over 37 cents per dollar is spent on medica
l
costs; and slightly more than 34 cents per dollar goes to
indemnity
payments.
If you just look at the role lawyers play and amount
of money
they take in from the system, you get an idea of how out
of line
workers' compensation really is. ...
Kentucky law allows to lawyers to collect a percentage
—
capped at 515,000 per case in 1994 --- of workers' compensation
awards. ...
The lawyer aspect of it is just one aspect of what has become a
workers' compensation industry in Kentucky. ...
To reform workers' compensation, Kentucky must kxik at what
drives a system — what allows too many of workers' compensation
dollars to go somewhere other than into the pockets of those with
legitimate injuries and legitimate claims.
Starting points for reformers arc to clean up Kentucky's ambiguous definition of what constitutes injury, to look at placing limits
on when and how often a settled claim can be re-opened and to
clear up problems with assessing the extent of a disability.
All must be addressed to bring to bring the system in line.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express
their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor.
We
prim
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with
following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, withthe
the
address and telephone number included in case verification iswriter's
sary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must neces, more than 500 words. Leiters should be typewritten and double- not be
U possible, We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter spaced
and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box .1040, Murray, KY 42071. , ..

Clinton's luck about to run out
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
Bob Dole was hurling everything
he could think of at President
Clinton right before the election,
the Republican challenger even
started warning of a second-term
"Clinton recession."
The charge didn't stick. A continued strong U.S. economy, in
fact, contributed to Clinton's
victory.
Still, conventional economic
wisdom suggests Dole's prophecy
will come true — and that a recession may occur on Clinton's
watch. Not because of partisan
politics so much as business cycles — the well-documented cyclical nature of booms giving
way to busts.
The current recovery is in its
67th month, a 61/2 -year expansion
that already is the third -longest of
the past half-century.
While political leaders may
have some influence over magnitude and duration, they have about as much power over business
cycles as they do to alter the
tides. Or so the time-honored
theory goes.
Some modern economists
argue along with the administration that there's no reason why
the recovery can't just keep
marching on.
"The old business cycle isn't
as regular as it used to be. It
wouldn't surprise me if in fact we
did get several years of modest
growth without a recession." said
economist Lawrence Chimerine.
But Chimerine, managing director for the Economic Strategy
Institute, a Washington-based re-

search organization, adds: "Given the history of the country, the
odds are not in favor of that.
Nine or 10 years without a recession would be extraordinarily
unusual."
Economists generally don't see
the underlying seeds of an imminent recession. At 5.2 percent,
unemployment is near a sevenyear low. Inflation has been tame
for years. The stock market is
soaring and even the bond market
is rallying after the Federal Reserve declined yet again to raise
interest rates. And Clinton has
been able to take credit for reducing the annual deficit from $290
billion to $107 billion.
But to think the business cycle
is dead can be a serious mistake,
suggests Roger Brimmer, chief
economist of DRI-McGraw-Hill,
the country's largest private
economic-consulting firm.
"If we think it's a myth and
we let growth get too rapid and
the unemployment rate falls below 5 percent, we'll create the inflation that the Fed will then have
to aggressively attack," Brimmer
said. And that's a sure trigger for
hastening another recession.
"We could have a period of

sluggish growth and, indeed, the
Federal Reserve may even try to
nudge our unemployment rate up
closer to 6 percent while still
keeping growth positive," Brimmer said. "Now, to the public,
that may feel like a recession."
A recession is considered to be
two or more quarters of negative
economic growth. The current recovery began in March 1991.
Deputy Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers said he, for one,
was not ready to debunk the business cycle. "Expansions historically end because of rising inflation and capacity pressures," he
said in an interview. "We've got
the first investment-led, lowinflation expansion since the
1960s. That means it should have
a long way to run."
The public perception that the
economy was still in a recession
during 1992 contributed to President Bush's defeat. A recession
in the next four years, of course,
mould have no political impact
on Clinton, who won't be running
for office again.
But Vice President Al Gore, a
presumed Democratic hopeful in
2000, probably would prefer that

if there were to be a recession it
would come sooner rather than
later.
This year, Dole was unable to
find a way to use the economy
against Clinton. He seized on an
early November report that overall growth, as measured by the
gross domestic product, slowed to
2.2 percent rate from JulySeptember, down from its 4.7
percent springtime performance.
That led to his prediction of a
"Clinton recession."
But Clinton scoffed at the •notion, citing the low unemployment rate and statistics showing
that 210,000 new jobs were
created in October.
Clinton has proposed modest
tax cuts of his own and, since the
election, has promised to work
with the Republican Congress to
become the first president since
1969 to balance the government's
books.
The longest postwar recovery
was 106 months, from February
1961 to December 1969. The second longest was 92 months, from
November 1982 to July 1990.
So far, Clinton's luck is
holding.
"Healthy people arc ones who
don't know what they're going to
die of," suggested Summers, the
deputy Treasury secretary. "And
a healthy expansion is one whose
end is not foreseeable."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
Raum covers national politics
and the White House for The
Associated Press and frequently
reports on economic issues.
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AA meetings scheduled

JO'S DATEBOOK

.

The Murray Group of Alcoholics Anonymous has released its
.chedule of meetings held at the
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
The schedule is as follows:
Sunday - closed discussion, 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.;
Monday - closed special interest study, 8 p.m.;
Tuesday - closed discussion,
:
Wednesday - closed discussion, II a.m.;
Thursday - no meeting;
Friday - open for newcomers/
beginners, 8 p.m.;
Saturday - open with speaker

orpir ,

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
MMS PTO plans book fair
Murray Middle School PTO will hold its annual Book Fair on
Nov. 21, 22, 25 and 26 at the school auditorium during school hours.
Parents are welcome to come in and browse. On Monday, Nov. 25, a
family night book sale will be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Persons may
come and register to win $25 in books for families. "This is an important fundraiser for the school as well as an opportunity for parents to do some early Christmas shopping. Remember books are an
investment in your child's education and future," said Barbara Hunt,
PTO co-president.

Downtown Association will meet
Murray Downtown Business Association will meet Thursday,
Nov. 21, at 5:15 p.m. at The Book Mark. Plans for. Santa and the
Christmas holidays will be discussed. All businesses are urged to
have a representative present.

Turkey Federation meeting Thursday
Calloway County Long Beards Chapter of National Turkey Federation will meet Thursday, Nov. 21, at Pagliai's. Officers will be
elected and planning for a banquet will be on the agenda. The meal
will be served at 6 p.m. and the meeting at 7 p.m. For information
call Mitch Phillips, 1-502-527-2072.

Republican Women will meet
Calloway County Republican Women will meet Thursday, Nov.
21, at 7 p.m. in the Cumberland Room, Curris Center, Murray State
University. This will be for the annual election of officers for 1997.
All interested women are invited to attend.

Social Studies meeting Thursday
The Social Studies Committee of North Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, Nov. 21, at 3
p.m. in Mrs. Ferguson's room. All interested people are welcome to
attend.

441

Office will be closed Thursday
The Mayfield USDA/Rural Development (formerly the Farmers
Home Administration) will be closed Thursday, Nov. 21, for all the
staff to attend a training meeting. The office will re-open for business at 7:45 a.m. on Friday, Nov. 22, according to John D. Wells,
Community Development manager.

Home Department meeting Thursday
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will have its annual
brunch and fun auction on Thursday, Nov. 21, at 11 a.m. at the club
house. Hostesses will be Dolly Lorenz, Jimmie Lee Carmichael,
Bobbie Waters and Marelle Andrus.

Fashion Show will be Thursday
A Fashion Show, sponsored by Panhellenic Council and Fahion
Promotion Class at Murray State University, will be Thursday, Nov.
21, at 6 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, MSU. "United Colors of MSU"
will be theme of the show to feature fashions being modeled. Admission will be $1 for adults and 50 cents for students. All proceeds
will go to the Jane Hall Scholarship Fund.

Bazaar will be Saturday at library
West Kentucky Ballet Company will have a "Land of Sweets Bazaar" on Saturday, Nov. 23, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Craft items, baked gods, raffle tickets for a
handmade quilt, and other items will be offered for sale. For more
information call Laura Lee at 753-8235.

Special festival Thursday
Murray/Calloway Preschool/Head Start Programs will join
together in a fun family fall festival on Thursday, Nov. 21, from 5 to
7 p.m. at Special Education Building, first floor, MSU.

Murray BPW to meet Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday,
Nov. 21, at 6 p.m. at Seafood Express. Guest speaker will be Joanne
Engelland, a licensed social worker with the GeriCare program at
Marshall County Hospital. Her top will be the "Sandwich Genera=
Lion." All members are urged to attend.

AH/YMCA Overnighter Friday
American Humanics/YMCA Overnighter will be Friday, Nov. 22,
at 8 p.m. to Saturday. Nov. 23, at 7 a.m. This is for children, ages 7
to 10 only. The cost will be $5 for YMCA members and $10 for
non-members. Featured will be games, MSU athletes, food and fun.
The event will be limited to the first 60 children to register at the
YMCA.

Kennel Club to meet Thursday
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club will meet Thursday, Nov. 21, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. "Training Your Puppy"
will be the program. All members and interested persons are invited.

East Council meeting Thursday
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
have a special called meeting Thursday, Nov. 21, at 5 p.m. in the
teachers' lounge. Agenda items include committee reports, telephone
policy, survey for parents and staff, and guest input. The public is
invited.

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have
Christy Bell, bride-elect of Matt
Mattingly, join our bridal registry.

Volunteers are needed here
The Rev. Kerry L. Lambert,
pastor of Alliance Bible Church,
Murray, will be serving as chairman of The Salvation Army's annual appeal at Christmas in
Murray.
Red kettles arc a century-old
part of that Christmas appeal,
helping shoppers to remember the
needy.
Last year local kettle donations
exceeded more than $5,000 for
the second year in a row.
The money helps buy meat for
Christmas baskets, send underprivileged kids to camp, provide
payment of utility bills for the
needy, purchase portable ramps
for the disabled, and many more
services.
The generosity of Murray and

•••
Theresa James, certified
master nail technician and
educational sales consultant
for creative nail design systems, now located inside of
Headlines Hair Designs introduces her.

RULES OF THUMB
(and all your other fingers too')

'MOISTURIZE OFTEN - Be
sure to stay away from mineral
or lanolin oils if you have
acrylic nails.

•-•
4 '

.DO NOT CHEW ON YOUR
CUTICLES - A Red, inflamed,
open cuticle sore is a very
easy way to absorb germs or
illness-causing bacteria into
your body!

BLAKE McCUISTON, a second
grade student at Murray Christian
Academy, recently competed In
the 1996 National Scholastic K-12
Grade Chess Championship held
at Terra Haute, Ind. McCuiston
won five out of six games, losing
only to the number one ranked
player In the section. On tie
breaks, McCuiston captured the
third place individual trophy.

Call today for your Holiday
appointment and take advantage of the pre-Holiday spe-

For the Love of

cials!

Barbie

Full Set Acrylic Nails

Show & Sale

Hot Springs Manicure

Saturday, Nov. 30
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Calloway Public Library

Hot Springs Pedicure

753-0882 Tues.-Sat.

-15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gift Items

-Health & Beauty Items
-We Accept Most
Insurance Plans

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
(.5

Paris Landing's
Akrir•tic,L

the special Thanksgiving service
at the church, located at Stella at
intersection of Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road, and
Highway 299, Kirkscy Road.
Refreshments will be served.
It has been suggested that each
person bring one canned food
item to donate to Need Line.

isr.mas
cvr el-Ne

144

Hwy. 79 & 119/121
20 miles from Murray
20 miles from Paris
,
s2c.
t.
•

orders unless for a business or a church
2.1 -Pwr
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10 a.m.-5 p.m.

6'/31 Inch Pot = $7.00 - (5-7 Blooms) \
8'/: Inch Pot a $15.00 - (3 Plants00

•

.

ARTS & CRAFT SHOW
Sat., Nov. 23
Sun., Nov. 24

Paris Landing Inn

••

753-1462

4th St. Court Square

Inside

1).•,

'18

(also includes paraffin treatment)

Sponsored By The

i, Mr

12

(includes paratfin treatment)

Weekend Before Thanksgiving

IR

S25

(w free bottle of !,olaroul )

PATIENT COUNSELING

To place orders by phone contact the Calloway County
Extension thrice at 753-1452 or Judy Stuhkr at 75r7.%117

•

'TWICE DAILY THE USE OF
SOLAROIL
will
ensure
healthy long lasting growth of
the nail plate and a soft supple
cuticle!

Calloway County Homemakers

(irder. duo

• -,

'BE SURE TO USE NATURAL
NAIL CARE PRODUCTS that
are formaldehyde and tolulene free. Otherwise you will
be dehydrating the nail plate,
causing it to become dry and
brittle. A brittle nail will have
no elasticity and crack or split
under stress

Now thru
November 21st, 1996

,••• •-

•7 "

•USE NON-ACETONE POLISH
REMOVER - This goes for natural or acrylic nails

POINSETTIA SALE!

delivrrrd

4.....•••••••141.4•1•11444,011P..04°
. ***''

-WEAR RUBBER GLOVES Try to always wear gloves,
unless it is for personal hygiene or a sudden catastrophe! Put gloves in every room
so that you won't be too lazy to
get them if they are not right
next to you

••

Community service will be Sunday
A community Thanksgiving
service will be held at Goshen
United Methodist Church on Sunday, Nov. 24, at 7 p.m.
The Rev. Randy Lowe, pastor
of Oak Grove Cumberfiiid Presbyterian Church, will be the
speaker.
Every one is invited to attend

•

'DO NOT USE YOUR NAILS AS
A TOOL! - If you are doing it
with your fingernails, you are
doing it wrong and should get
the proper utensil to do it
right!

Nov. 30 in honor of her birthday,
the family is preparing a memory
book for her. "We would like to
include any special recollections
or pictures readers of the Murray
Ledger & Timcs might have about our mother," said Jan Johnsonius, a family member.
These may be mailed to Linda
Johnsonius, 206 Byrd Rd., Paris,
TN 38242.

On Dec. 6, 1996, Mrs. Melba
Headden Johnsonius will celebrate her 80th birthday.
As Miss Melba Headden, she
attended Murray State University
where she lived in Wells Hall.
She graduated with a Bachelor of
Music Education degree in the
spring of 1940.
As a part of her celebration on

•••
.• •

*NAIL NEWS*

mom

Family requests memories for book

'All money must accompany

University Plaza • Chestnut SL • 733-1651

Calloway County helped make it
possible.
Rev. Lambert is currently enlisting the support of civic organizations, churches and clubs for
ringing bells and collecting contributions beginning Thanksgiving weekend.
The trademark red kettle will
be stationed at the new Wal-Mart
Super Center throughout the
Christmas season.
If your club or organization
would like to donate their time to
ring bells for the Army, please
call Lambert at 753-6565.
If you would like to mail a
Christmas donation, please send
it to Crystal Ford, Salvation
Army Treasurer, 1304-U Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071.

'r

.-

warrillimisrale

Daryl and Phyllis -Hill of Dexter announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Kristi Michelle Hill, to Terry Lynn Gogard, son of Greg and Lila Rhodes of Hazel and Gary Bogard of
Fulton.
Miss Hill is the granddaughter of Ms. Jean Bird of Murray, Mrs.
Autumn Hill and the late Audry Hill of Almo, and Alden Turner of
Murray.
Mr. Bogard is the grandson of Ronald (Sonny) and Betty Lockhart,
and Ms. Mary Bogard and the late ()vita Bogard of- Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a student majoring in Elementary Education at Murray State University. She is also employed at Briggs & Straton.
The groom-elect, a 1990 graduate of Murray High School, is selfemployed.
.
The wedding will be Friday, Nov. 29, 1996, at 7 p.m. at Kenlake
State Park Resort Hotel. A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

•

•

Kristi Michelle Hill
and Terry Lynn Bogard

Hill and Bogard vows
to be said on Nov. 29

• 4
• . !,'

and also Al-Anon meeting, 8 p.m.
For more information about the
AA call 753-8136 or 435-4314.

Pep bus will go to Hopkinsville
Calloway County Touchdown Club will sponsor a Pep Bus to the
Calloway County High School and Hopkinsville High School AAA
football playoff at Hopkinsville on Friday, Nov. 22. The bus will
leave from in front of the Calloway High School gym at 5:30 p.m. to
give time to reach the game by 7:30 p.m. There is no charge for the
bus ride, but persons should bring money for gate admission and $4
for pizza with the CCHS team following the game, according to
Randy Lowe, president of the Touchdown Club. All Laker football
fans are urged to attend this important playoff game on Friday.
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CALLOYykr PUBLIC LIBRARY pr•oio

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals and two expirations
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday. Nov. 15, have
been released as follows:
Dienessais
Mrs Robbie N Shields, New Concord: Bruce E Evans, Paris, Tenn ,
William B. Schroader and Dwight Hargis, Dicier;
Mrs Donna Carroll and Mrs Judy
Lee Goard, Benton, Mrs Virginia K
Walker Hazel Clarence C Culver and
Mrs Edna K Jones Mayfield,
Willie B Collins, Glen S Kelso
Miss Marianne Scott Mrs Danerte
Morton Page and baby girl, Mrs
Opholia Black,
Mrs Twila Williams and baby girl,
Stephen C Orr and Houston D Nutt
III, all of Murray
Expirations
Charles Edward Jones and Mrs
Bernie Hooks. Murray
• • • •

County Hospital for Sunday,
Nov. 17, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Jones baby girl, parents. Brenda
and Slephen, Almo
Dismissals
William Ranieri Hicks, New Concord. Mrs Lucille Adams, Corydon,
Mrs Debra L Barrow, Buchanan,
Tenn ,
Ms Robin G Garnder and baby girl
Cadiz, Mrs Sharon K Morefield,
Kirkeey,
Mark Errick Bufkin, Anthony Roy

Fortenbery. Ms. Beverly R Shelton
and John Otis Pasco, all of Murray
• • • •

JUUE SMITH looks over thi array of
butter pats shown In the foyer of Calloway County Public Library. Dinnerware
seta of bygone was encompassed many
more pieces than do thou of today;
among these were "buttir pats." Typically, one of two pats of butter were taken from the "master butter" server and
placed in Individual "butter pat" dishes
at each place sitting. Those distinctive
and diminutive dishes were also avaliable to match flatware and crystal patterns of the day. The display of approximately 60 dishes was selected from Roy
Bruner Davis' much larger collection
which was amassed over a period of about 40 years. The display can be seen
at the library through Nov. 27

Adams. Benton Mrs Dorothy Louise
0 Bryan. Dexter
Miss Elizabeth Ann Miller Pans.
Tenn Omer Shields and Mrs Shelbie
J Dillon, New Concord Robert J
Walczak Hardin.
Jimmie P Rowland Mrs Mary Jane
McDougal William A Rhodes. Mrs
Ophie Lee, Paul Naval Reed,
Charles W Harrison, Mrs Christine
J Batts Mrs Hilda V Duncan, Harmon W Lewis
James R Harper Miss Amanda
Lynn Ordiway and baby boy, and Ms
Amy L Short and baby boy, all of
Murray

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
Nov. 18, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Robert baby boy. parents. Jennifer
and Joseph, Paris, Tenn
Dunn baby boy, parents, Jennifer
and Allen, Murray
Dismissals
Alvin E Hollingsworth, Clinton;
Teddy B Sayre, Cadiz. Mrs. Unda J.

Rec

The Calle
of the Ame
scheduled LI
Aid and Sal
day, Nov. 2:
14.
Both etas!
a.m. and gc

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
Nov. 16, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Duke baby boy, mother, Amanda
Ordiway, Murray;
Short baby boy, mother, Amy Short,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Dorothy W. Przybylo, Calvert
City; Miss Nyasa Carol Moreland and
Mrs Effie V. Crockett, Mayfield;
Gordon C. Johnson, Puryear, Tenn.;
Miss Rachel Kaidan Talent, Almo; Levi
J. Darnall, Benton;
Nolan M. Jackson, Mrs. Dorothy L.
McGee, Tom Wells, and Ms. Deborah
G Broach, all of Murray.
• • • •

Murray, Kentucky
Kenmore"

OUR ENTIRE
STORE IS ON S

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway

Williams girl
born Nov. 13

304n. gas range with easyto-clean sealed burners and
oven window. 75571

30-in electric range with
smooth radiant cooktop ch
self-cleaning oven. 95361

Reg. price

Rep price
Sale

799.99
649.99

Sole

LESS 10%
Final
Price

when you take an

$65

584•9

699:

599:

LESS 10%

RCA

Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Williams
of 6804 State Rt. 94 West, Murray, arc the parents of a daughter.
Hannah Elizabeth Williams, born
on Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1996, at
7:29 a.m. at Murray-Catloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 12 ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Twilla Adams.
Grandparents arc Joe B. and
Gcrthal Adams of Hazel, and the
late Hilton and Sybil Williams of
Rt. 7, Murray.
Reg price .
4-head VCR with V-CR+ programming system, illuminated universal remote, auto
clock set. 55236 OM IVR524)

Morgan Ellen
Luther born
Mr. and Mrs. Morris C. Luther
of 8642 State Rt. 94 East, Murray, arc the parents of a daughter,
Morgan Ellen Luther, born on
Wednesday, Nov. 6, 1996, at
3:46 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds three ounces and measured 20% inches. The mother is
the former Brenda Murdock. A
sister is Leanne Luther.
Grandparents are Guy and
Emily Luther of 185 Old Heritage Ln., Murray, and Don and
Linda Murdock of 1514 Dudley
Dr., Murray.

•
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plus take 10% off all regular priced merchandis
Offer excludes hearing aids,local concessions, oosineScs,fragrances, Bose products, Starter or Champion apparel,"ExceptionalValues", Installation labor,lisikilled home
services,
credit
ImPros'onwilit Praaaats and coupens
o
nnh
eo 9
ea
ddrilnk"4
kriawaY bakinc.111
payments, - • •
or outlet stores.
card
CAt-

A. 3/8-in portable drill reverses
to back out bits 1/3-HP 3-amp motor
can produce 0-1300 RPM 10172
B. 6-volt cordless drill operates for
3 hours on a single charge' 11171
C. 24-pc screwdriver set includes
slotted Phillips and Torx' styles 41454

Sears Owned &
Operated by
Opal Hart

Each of these advertised items Is readily available for sal. as
advertised Most larger items inventoried Ni Warehouses Allow
reasonable hme for delivery Some maor opPliontes and
electronics available by special order onfy iii smaller stores
Appliance prices ore for white Colors, connectors and
dishwasher Installation extra Gas model drY•ft Priced higher
TV screen sizes measured diagonally. reception simulated
ExINCIND equipment requires some assomblY
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753-2310
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Special purcl

Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 12-5

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

P
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OUR ALREADY LO
SALE PRICES

MARINE PFC. THOMAS W.
DENTON. recently completed
basic training at Marine Corps
Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C.
Denton, son of Thomas W. and
Judy E. Denton of 1619 Main St.,
Murray, is a 1995 graduate of
Murray High School.
Denton successfully completed
11 weeks of training designed to
challenge new Marine recruits
both physically and mentally.
The recruit begin his training
at 5 a.m.., by running three miles
and performing calisthenics.
In addition to the physical conditioning program, Denton spent
numerous hours in classroom and
field assignments which included
learning first aid, uniform regulations, combat water survival,
marksmanship, hand-to-hand
combat and assorted weapons
training.
Denton and fellow recruits
worked as a team to solve a number of. tactical problems during
the program. They performed
close order drill and operated a
Marine small infantry unit in the
field.
Dcnton and other recruits also
received instruction on the Marine Corps' core values — honor,
courage, and commitment, and
what the words mean in guiding
personal and professional
conduct.

•

Final
Price

$20

CRAFTSMAN

SERVICE NOTES
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Red Cross schedules courses
The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Croat has
scheduled two Community First
Aid and Safety Classes on Saturday. Nov. 23, and Saturday, Dec.
14.
Both classes will sten at 8:30
a.m. and go until about 5 p.m.

ii

If you will be needing a full
class Of a re-certification before
the end of the year, please register for one of these classes. These
are the last classes of this type
that will be offered until January.
Also, there will be a Bloodborne Pathogen class entitled

• Roy
Fiction
of abseen

RAINEY APPERSON

"Prevention of Disease Transmission" (PDT) on Tuesday. Nov.
19, from 7 to 9 p.m.
For more information call the
Red Cross office at 753-1421 between the rfOurs of 9 a.m. to noon
and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Today

Kenmore

phuto

Magazine Club met Thursday, Oct.
24, in the home of Edith Garrison,
pictured right, on Oakdale Drive
Betty Lowry, pictured loft, gave a
review of the book, TA* Anastasia
Syndrome by Mary Higgins Clark.
The next meeting will be Friday,
Nov. 22, at 2 p.m In the horns of
Ubby Hart, 101 North Eighth St.,
Murray. All members are urged to
attend.

••••••••••

tIsskit

*lain top
and lid!
30-in electric range with
smooth radiant cooktop and
self-cleaning oven. 95361

9
9

Reg price
Sale

5

LESS 10%

699.99
599.99

$60

49999
i
f
42999
LESS 10%
Ultra Wash dishwasher
with 3-level wash, pots
pans cycle and delay
start option

Final
Price

$43

38699

Kenm

MEMOOMMOOMM
, •2.ION/1/1.1111.11

Capacity Plus washer features a
be roliover Dual ACtlon Pius agitator,

Super Capacity Plus dryer
with 10 cycles and 4 temperature
settings. Lighted drum and
end-of-cycle signal. 66/12

ovals. 4 water temperatures and
eceervar dispensers. 27*67

199.99

Reg once

LESS 10%

$20

Sale

27t99

499.99

Reg. price

399.99

449.99

Sale

379.99

LESS 10%

$28

Final
Price

25199

CD PIONEER

$45

LESS 10%

apPliantes and
rder only In smaller stores
tors, connectors and
nodal drY•fi Priced higher
lily, rocipption simulated
assembly

$3

2-pc. Robo-Grip pliers set
with 7-in, straight jaw and
9-In, curved jaw styles
One-hand operatIonl 45019

$38

341"
Kenmore

CRAFTSMAN

1

29.99

Final
Price

404"

CRAFTSMAN

Special purchase

Special purchase

LESS. 10%

Whirlpool

Free
drill bits!

Kolly available for sole as
Itofp.n pn warehouses Allow

1 frOlOr

299.99 .

Zenith 25-in. TV with high LESS 10%
contrast picture tube.
Stereo receiver/monitor. Final
Price
43562(AO #SY2551S)

Final
Price

rses
mp motor
)172
les for
11171
ludes
les 41454

Reg. price

39.99

LESS 10%

$4

Special purchase
9.6-volt cordless drill with
4-position adjustable torque
clutch. Includes battery
pack and case. 27184

LESS 10%
Final
' ice

99.99

$10

•Vt•

Special purchase

LESS 10%

300-pc mechanic's tool
set-all the tools of our
270-pc set plus 30 tools
at no extra charge! 33330

Reg price

I1

$20

17999
•

YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
This advertisement includes many reductions,
special purchases and Items at our regular
low price. Items at most larger stores. Outlet
stores excluded. Environmental surcharges
extra W. try to have adequate stock of
advertised items When out of stocks occur,
you have a choice- 1) a "rolncheck," or 2) a.

sp-rmnp. 41- —

substitute Item at the some percentage discount if the item was reduced, or 3) an equal
or better Item at the advertised Fele() If the
Item was not reduced Excludes limited offers,
special orders and Items not normally available at your Sears. IMPORTANT CRIDIT
DITA11.2: Sales tax, delivery or Irldallolion not

Included In mortally payments shown. Actual
monthly payment may be slightty higher in VT
and may vary depending on your Current
account balance_ $400 minimum purchase
required to open a SearsCharg• PLUS
account
01995 Sears, Roebuck and Co.

"The store you know
is now close to home"

sEAR71
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$30

269"

199.99

LESS 10%

CardloFlt- ll dual-action
glider Quick Dial adjustable Final
, resistance and motivational Price
INIIctronic feedback 28773

Final
Price

299.99
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Wednesday, Nov. 20
Youth Baseball Association/8
p m./Room 354 of Business Buiiding,
MSU Into/753-7727.
Overeaters Anonymous/5:30
p m./private dining room at Murray
Calloway Hospital Info/Chris,
753-7VO.
St. Do Catholic Church PSR and
Adult Religious Education/6:30 p m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Meihodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 pm , Choir/630 pm.; Presbyterian MOTA /6 45 p m.,
Session/7:30 p.m
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 Dm

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

1.•

The time of holiday magic is
upun us with the opening of the
season this past Sunday
Everyone has•million things to do to
prepare for all of the programs, patties
and the ensertaoung that goes on.
With so many different activities it 11
often hard to come up with ideas of what
to wear, especially if you will be seeing
the same people at most of the events
A simple pair of black velvet pants
with a drawstring waist is wonWrful
and can he dressed up or down Paired
with an all Nadi top is also very
slimming - add a gliuy scat or some
gold jewelry and you are set for one of
your holiday evenings A satin blouse or
a gold or silver lures sweater is another
great look, add some rhinestones for a
great look
A ,sdky 2 piece pant sct is always in
style • paired with some of the season's
great faux stone Jewelry. Cubic zircuma
is a newer look mixed with silver. Also
pearls and silver are being mixed for a
more updated look
I loliday sweaters. frown whimsical to
glittv arc Just another way to change
your outfits around These sweaters can
he mixed with Jeans or satin pants or just
any of your solid skins or slacks
Velour, velvets and chenille, are all a
rii.e and coiy feeling for just being at
home However, they also can he glarnouror_d in dresses, tops, jeans and
slacks
I) K Kelley has some Calle little
animal pnnt day or evening bags; also
velvet hags that are perfect for any
occasion
Congratulations to Patsy Hale who
won The animal pnnt make-up bag and
the antique glass headed earrings.
Ehanks Patsy for shopping with us
We had many lucky winners at our
Chnsunas Open House Sunday too In
spite of the weather we had a wonderful
ii and we appreciate those who braved
the rain
Join us each Friday from 11-2 p m
for lunch and bno•se ai all of the new
selections
Stay tuned to next week's Fun
and Fashion report . .

Wednesday, Nev. 20
Church of Living God prays service/7 p.m.
Dealer Bapdat Church worship/6:30
p.m.
But Grove Bapdst Church worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re MI
Club/6:15 p.m.; Prayer and youth
groups/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; intercessory Prayer
and Youth Pizza/6 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs and
Youth Foreign Mission Study/6:30
p m., Prayer meeting/Bible Study/6:35
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career, and Youth Bible Study, and
Kid's Klub/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Youth
Fellowship/6.30 p.m.; Bible classes/7
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Adopt-A-Smoker sign up to 'adopt'
friends and family members who
smoke in effort to help them participate in Great American SmokouV10
a.m.-7 p.m./Curris Center, MSU.
Info/762-3809
Thursday, Nov. 21
Family Fall Festival by Murray/
Calloway Preschool/Head Start
Programs/5-7 p.m./Special Education
Building, MSU.
Fashion Show by Panhellenic Council
and Fashion Promotion Class at
MSU/6 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Proceeds to Hall scholarship.
Murray Middle School PTO Book Fair
during school hours.
East Elementary School called meeting of Site based Decision Making
Council/5 p.m./teachers' lounge.
Block Scheduling Committee of
CCHS Site-based Decision Making
Council/6:30 p m./Room 411 at school.
Social Studies Committee of North
Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council/3 p.m./Ferguson's

Wednesday, Nov. 20
First United lAelhodist Church Preschool Choir, Choristers/5 p m Handbell rehearsal. Singers Unlimited, Tom
Turner Silent Prayer Time/6 p.m.;
Hanging of Greens rehearsal/6.30
p.m., Chancel Choir/7.30 p.m.
First Christian Church family night
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Choir/7:30 p m.
Misleads Bands! Church service and
Baptist Men/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Wonderful
Word/7 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New UM Christian Center service/7
p.m.

CURRENT'
IN VESTMENT RATES
‘‘‘( u

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

TERM Pi RIInn)

182 Days

5.05%

9 Months

5.15% $1000

12 Months

6.05%

$1000

$500

24 Months 5.90% $500
60 Months 6.00% $500

r00111.

Mayfield USDA/Rural Development
(formerly Farmers Home Administration) office closed today.
Calloway County Long Beards Chapter of National Turkey Federation/meal
at 6 p m., meeting/7 p.m./Pagliai's.
Calloway County Republican
Women/7 p.m./Cumberland Room,
Curris Center, MSU.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/7
p.m
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club annual brunch and fun
auctrion/11 a.m./club house.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club of West
Kentucky/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library. Info/436-6076.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Health Express of MCCH/Puryear
Community Center/9-11:30 a.m.; Dees
Bank of Hazel/1-3 p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose/7
p.m./lodge hall.
TOPS KY #469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p m /Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Shoney's.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9 30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
OuV9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Step Aerobics/9:30
a.m.; Lifestyles Contemporary Issues
w/Leslie Ellis/6:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 a m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
MSU Jazz Band concert/8 p.m./Curris
Center ballroom. Info/762-4288.
Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored by
MSU Rodeo Club/7:30 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center. Info/
762-3125.
"H.M.S. Pinafore/7 p.m./Johnson
FA Center, MSU.
Theatre
Info/762-6797.

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual

percentage

effective

are

yields

November 19, 1996.

PeoplesBank
,yurray,Kentucky,
Kroger Money Market Center

767-2235
Main Office. 5th & Main • North Branch. 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch. 12th & Story • 767 BANK

305 S. 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

KNOTH'S Bill•Bmg IS NOW TAKING
ORDERS FOR THANKSGIVING
Whole Smoked Hams

s50.00

each

Whole Smoked Turkeys
$3.00 per lb
Whole Shoulders

s3.60

.
"
tr.

Tues.-Sat. 11-8
Sun. 11-3

PEPSI

lb.

641 North • Murray
759-1712

tk.
14.

Robin Rae McGuire
and David Edward Smith

McGuire-Smith vows
will be said on Dec. 7
Mr. and Mrs. Noble McGuire of Mayfield announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Robin Rae McGuire, to
David Edward Smith of Murray, son of the late Mr and Mrs. Wallace
Smith.
Ms. McGuire is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs Ray Cash of
Mayfield and the late Mr. and Mrs. Charlie McGuire.
Mr. Smith is. the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs Alvie Taylor
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Richard Smith.
The bride-elect is a 1986 graduate of Maytield High School and a
1991 graduate of Murray State University
The groom-elect is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 1977 graduate of Murray State University. He is employed by the Murray Police Department.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Dec. 7, 1996, at 6
p.m. at First Christian Church, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invitea to attend.

Picturei
man's

and CI.
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Residents at Green Acres Healthcare In Mayfield are involved In an unPark
usual activity, making tutus for the upcoming Playhouse In the
production of Cinderella. Karen Balzer, artistic director and choreographer for the production, has been sharing her expertise In tutu making
and Supervising this project. Tutu makers In the photograph are
Laverne Potts and Lela Lee.

T.O.T.A.L. class to be Friday
The Calloway County Family
Resource Center is offering
T.O.T.A.L. (Teaching Our Toddlers About Learning) each Friday from noon to 1 p.m. at the
community room of Southsidc
Manor.
This class is for parents and
their toddlers, ages 2 to 3 years,

HOLIDAY SAVINGS

`PEPSI

NLI

FREE 2 LITER BOTTLE
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A 6 PACK 20 oz N.R.
See coupon below

started Nov. 1 and will meet each
Friday for five weeks.
Those attending all sessions
will receive an art chest containing a variety of creative supplies.
For more information call Jill
Alton at 753-3070 or 753-3879.

Alexandra C.
Page is born
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Linn Page
of 915 Sycamore St., Murray, arc
the parents of a daughter, Alexandra Carolinn Page, born on
Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1996, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
13 ounces and measured 19% inches. The mother is the former
Dancttc Carol Morton.
Grandparents arc Celeste Skidmore of Kevil and Martha Page
of Lone Oak.

Hurry! Offer Ends December 30. 1996.

.
.
•••••••••coupoN .
•FREE 2 LITER BOTTLE

Caitlin Rena
Garner born
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Coy Garner of Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Caitlin Rena Garner,
born on Monday, Oct. 21, 1996,
at Murray-Calloway County

II A 2 liter of Pepsi, Mountain pew,Caffeine Free
111 Pepsi, Caffeine Free Diet Pepsi, Wild Cherry
Pepsi, Mug Root Beer with the purchase of a 6
•
pack of 20 oz N.R. Pepsi Brands.
111
SALESMAN WILL

Look for extra special savings on 6 pack - 20 oz.
N.R. bottles of Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew,
Wild Cherry Pepsi, Mug Root Beer and Lipton
Brisk at these participating dealers:
Kroger - Hwy.. 641 N.
D B T Foods - 623 S. 4th St.
Storey's Food Giant - Bol-Air Center
Super America - 901 Coldwater Road
Pockets Shell • 1201 Chestnut St

.11••••••••••••
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Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 15 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Shannon Williams.
Grandparents are Harold and
Donna Garner, Steve and Glenda
MeCiiiston. and Kerry and

TO (HE DEALERS YOUR LOCAL PUSI Cs CA ROUTE
REDEEM THIS COUPON Ibt ACCORDANC.i. WIIHIHE lERMS Of THIS OFFER.
•
COUPON COOD ONLY ON 2 mut PUN PRODUCTS WITH A6PACX 200Z
Jim Adams IGA - Chestnut St.
NR PURCHASE mons PROVIDING SURICENT ST00(TO COVUt
JR. Food Mart. 506 N. 4th St.
11 COUPONS MUST BE SHOVVN(WON REQUEST CLES1OMERS MUST PAY ANY
.
SALES TAX. CASH REDEMPTION 3.ALUE 1/20 Of 1 CENT MARION rtrsi
& 1302 Main St.
111 COLA HURRY.OMR EMS DECEMBER 30.199n MAX VALOF 1 05
St.
Maln
1407
Market
Food
Owen's
Am% UMWU.fluire•fir •••1•8 WM Mel relli•
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TODAY

"Qualaty

1.0401 &

Landscape Services"

izar 1111111011AL SEM=

4r,*Call Today for Your
Free Estimate

753-5726

It BRAY FAMILY YMCA

•rt

209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

Mr. and Mrs. Ross in 1996

Mr. and Mrs. Ross in 1946

Murray couple will be married for 50 years
Gillard and Gretchel Ross of Murray will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Nov. 23.
They were married Nov. 21, 1946, by the Rev. Sturgis at a Baptist church at Tunica, Miss. Their attendants were Braxton and Louise
Stanford.
Mrs. Ross is the former Gretchel Hamrick. Mr. Ross, known as "Popeye", operated the Standard Oil Service Station at 15th and Main Streets
for 45 years before retiring in 1983.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Pamela Hoke and husband, Tommy, Murray; one son, Andy Ross and wife, Elaine, Daytona Beach, Fla.; and
three grandchildren, Sandy Tinsley, Kimberly Ross, and Kristin Ross.

G0D 1 VA • Truffles • Mints
• Dessert Chocolates • Coffee
• Biscotti • Godiva Bars • Cocoa

Hannan Plaza at 509 Lone Oak Rd • 502-442-0011.
FREE GIFT WRAPPING • UPS DEL1VERN

Weickart, Purdom
speakers at Alpha
morning meeting

DONNA HERNDON photo

Pictured at the October meeting of the Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club are, from left, Ruth Wright and Patricia Barton, hostesses,
and Clare Weickart and Sherry Purdom, speakers.

Clare Weickart, who is currently pursuing her Ph.D. in
Zoology from Southern Illinois
University and working with the
elk and bison restoration project
in Land Between the Lakes, and
Sherry Purdom, Administrative

Pets of week featured

IRISH STARR photos

\\\

\\\

\\\

411 HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN 6 WOMEN
767-0780
Leslie & Pat Parish
from Murray, KY
have together lost
76Va lbs. & over
76 inches in just

ii

k

mo
Bring ivillit

Hoffman's
Inc.
Homo for Christmas
...Dept. 56....
* Snow Village * Dickens Village
* North Polo Serles * Christmas In The City
* Snow Babies * All Through The House
* Byars' Choice Carolers, Ltd.
* Merry Makers * Christopher Radko

1/2 Price Section
- Added to Daily -

Layaways Welcome 4,
U.S 8-5 • Sun. 1-5
Hwy. 94 E • 759-4512

FREE
$5

SS

Walter's Reg
Pharmacy
Will Ship
Your
Packages

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many animals now available for adoption. They
are, left photograph, Shepard mix, black and tan, adult mail, and right photograph, SHIH TZU mix, gray and
white, adult female. Hours of the shelter are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 11 a.m. to 2
p.m., Saturday, and closed on Wednesday and Sunday. For more information call the shelter at 759-4141.

N

ORDER Now FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Assistant of Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce,
were speakers.
Weickart, who was, reared on a
farm in Central Kentucky, completed her undergraduate work at
the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill and graduate work
in Blacksburg, Va. She discussed
her work with LBL and included
a slide presentation.
Purdom, a native of Calloway
County, is a 1995 graduate of
Murray State University with a
B.S. in Public Relations and a
minor in Creative Writing. She
discussed her position at the
Chamber along with her career as
a free-lance writer.
Each speaker related their career to today's society and how
the roles of women have changed
through the years.
The inspirational moments
were given by Milissia Slcdd.
Ruth Wright and Patricia Barton, hostesses, decorated a table
with colorful autumn flowers that
included refreshments of gingerbread cake, hot cider and sausage
balls.
The next meeting of the Alphas, a literary department of the
Murray Woman's Club that focuses on all areas of education
with topics on areas of education,
literature, drama, journalism and
conservation, will be Saturday,
Nov. 23, at 10 a.m. at the club
house. Marylin Dill will deliver a
— holiday message for children. Her
program will be "Children's
Thanksgiving Stories."

"Women in Non-traditional
Roles?' was the theme of the
meeting of the Alpha Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
held Saturday morning, Oct. 19,
at the club house.

LIMITED TIME OFFER!
Not valid in conjunction with any other Cash Offer.
Present coupon to Casino Services with a Players
Preferred Card and photo I.D. tveceive a voucher
redeemable at any casino cage. for $5 in chips or
tokens. If you do not already have a Players Preferred
Card simply sign up at Casino Services. It's FREE!

VALID SUNDAY - FRIDAY
NOV. 20-22 St 24-27 ONLY
Must be 21 years of age Voucher is non-transferrable Coupon is not
reproducible Players Casino reserves the right to change, cancel
modify this promotion at any time without prior notice

One Cash Coupon Per Person
Not valid with bus groups

$

10 weeks!

What a losing team!

MLT 1103

$

It Pays to Flay
at Players!

Don't let the holidays hinder the start of your weight
loss program. We can help make the holidays easier
without the extra weight! CALL TODAY!

1-800-929-5905 VASINO

Walter's
Pharmacy

Across from Pothook, KY, whore 1-24
meets the Ohio River (Exit 37).

Metropolis, IL

604 S. 12th St. 753-7688
ta.
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New BellSouth directories to be delivered
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Western Kentucky residents will
find something important delivered
within the next week - their new
BellSouth telephone directory.
The new 1996-97 Purchase Area

Dine

Telephone Directory flan Bell
South will begin delivery on Thursday, Nov. 21, to about 113,0(X)
homevand businesses in Calloway,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall

and McCracken Counties.
"This year's directory cover spotlights telemedicine, the high-tech
marriage of cutting-edge medical
technology and BellSouth's telecommunications network," said
BellSouth
Regional
Manager
Dwane Tucker."The cover shows a
doctor reviewing, dental X-rays
transmitted to hirh live from a
distant location, allowing for remote diagnosis and treatment discussions."
As usual, the new BellSouth
directory also includes BellSouth's
helpful, easy-to-use Customer
Guide. "Purchase Area residents
can use their Customer Guide to
find information on ordering and
paying for telephone service, calling for repair services, making long

in our rustic atmosphere or carry ow to your patio picnic
and

111;Q, Chips
& Drink

Oali I la% iii u(l

BlIQ
Ity the Sandiiich or
by the Platr.

*2.99

distance telephone calls, ordering
and paying for optional telephone
services and a variety of other
topics," said Tucker.
Customers not receiving their
new BellSouth Purchase Area Directories within the next few weeks
can call BellSouth toll-free at 5576500(residence customers)or 5576000(business customers)for assistance in obtaining a copy.
"BellSouth's new directories are
100 percent recyclable," said
Tucker. "We urge residents and
businesses to recycle their old directories instead of throwing them in
the trash."
More details on the 1996 Purchase Area Directory Recycling Campaign would be released within the
next few days, Tucker said.

- Serving Ribs Daily Mon.-Sat. 11-8:30, Sunday 11-2:00
1617 Hwy. 121 Bypass
753-3985

r.

Rotary Rural-Urban Committee
promotes Farm City Week program

USED CARS
1996 Mercedes S32

0 smoked
Silver LWB, CD, 3000 Miles

In observance of Farm City Week
in Calloway County, Dr. Tony
Brannon will be the featured
speaker at the Murray Rotary club
on Thursday, Nov. 21. Mancil Vinson is chairman of the Rotary Clubs
Rural-Urban Committee the sponsor of this special emphasis.
Brannon is currently serving as
interim chairman of the Murray
State University department of
Agriculture. He joined the Department in 1988 and was promoted to
the current position in 1996. Active
in state wide agricultural affairs, he
serves on numerous boards and is
most active with rural youth activities. He graduated from Murray
State University with a B.S. and
M.S. degree in agriculture and received his doctorate in agriculture
education from Oklahoma State
University. He has a farming background having grown up on a 400
acre diversified farm in Henry

CALL

1996 Toyota Camry LE White
with Grey Cloth, 13,000 Miles
$1 6,96823
1995 Mercury Cougar XR7
Dark Green with Beige Cloth, V-8
Engine, 21,000 Miles

$1 2,36258

1995 Toyota Avalon XLS
Emerald Green, Saddle Leather,
Sunroof Alloy Wheels

$21,90643

Gene HInze of Craig Road, Hazel, enjoys gardening since his
retirement. He
has especially reaped a great harvest of sweet potatoes this
year. They had
beautiful blooms and grew very large, the largest weighed over
9 pounds.He
said he didn't do anything special except give them plenty
of T.LC. A
Thanksgiving Day dish at the Hinzes and their neighbors will
no doubt be
candled yams.

1995 Mercury Sable GS Silver
with Silver Leather, Fully Optioned .$1 2,89629
1995 Old Cutlass Supreme 2 Dr. Coupe, 1Owner, Red w/ Graphite Cloth
$12,4 758

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

1995 Cadillac Deville Shale Metallic,
1 -Owner New Cadillac Trade
$21,97001
1995 Buick Riviera Med. Blue,
Tan Leather, 27,000 Miles, CD
$1 7,96423
1995 Chevrolet Camaro T-tops,
Black with Graphite Cloth, Alloy
Wheels, Bose Stereo
$13,93043

1994 Mercury Cougar XR7
Burgundy with Grey Cloth, 49,000
Miles, Alloy Wheels

The Power In Power Equipment

Briggs 8( Stratton Corporation
110 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Our mission is to be the' best in the world at
what we do, by continually improving and
striving for excellence in all facets
of our operations.

1994 Lincoln Town Car Designer
Series, Silver with Grey Leather,
34.000 Miles
Si 8,46328

Apply Now:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th
Murray, KY
Next to Dominoes Pizza

1991 Chrysler 5th Ave. Med. Blue
Metallic with Blue Cloth, 69,000 Miles$6,54898
1989 Cadillac Sedan Deville
Academy Grey with Burgundy Leather,
83,000 Miles, New Cadillac Trade ....$7,81352
1989 Chevrolet Camaro 'roc
5.7 Liter Engine, T-tops, D Player,
Power Seat, Black with Beige cloth,
$7,38624
Clean

Saw and Save.

USED TRUCKS

1996 Toyota Ray 4 4WD,
Auto. CD, 12,000 Miles, Dark
Green, Grey Cloth,

1996 Dodge Dakota Sport
V-6 Engine, Automatic, Black with
Grey Cloth, 24,000 Miles

$19995
/

e/51/

$1 7,48653

4,11.

•...v.....
/Ma.

$11,64958

1995 Ford F150 XLT Four Wheel
Drive, SWB, Burgandy with Grey
Cloth, Automatic
$1 5,98643

=II

MN

NMI

11111

$45 Value Free

1995 Chevrolet Tahoe 4X4 LT Pkg with
Trailering Equipment, Black with
Beige Leather, 20,000 Miles
526,94588
1995 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
Appearance Pkg., V-8, 5 Speed,
Red with Grey Cloth
$1 3,49623
1994 Chevrolet S10 Ext. Cab
Auto, NC, Cassette, Black with
Grey Cloth, Alloy Wheels
S9,46843

NM

MINN

MIMI =I

1=II

MIN

MI

MN

IMO

MI

IIME

Chastnut St.
Murray

L

Oak Akita
* Unlimited Holding Period
* Up To 5200.00
* No Credit Check

* Up To $1,000.00
Call

Today

14412143

577HL

753-2571
753-4110

In their filing with the court,
prosecutors said Hinckley could
have gone forward with the hearing and presented his own
witnesses.
"If defendant has such evidence in favor of his request, he
was free to put it before the
court. Instead, he has withdrawn
the request," they wrote.

* Any Make\Model
* Von Keep Car

Available foe a Ilnirted time onhe at participating Stint Dealers

901

A hospital review, board comprised of department heads had
also rejected Hinckley's request
for the off-campus visitation
privileges.
Levine argued that the team of
psychiatrists and social workers
that directly treats Hinckley was
unanimous in its recommendation
that he be given the privilege.
"His conduct has been exquisite for years on an uninterrupted
basis," Levine said.

Title Loans

EMI

Our best deal on a chain saw just got better. Purchase
Stihl 017 right now, and get this handy carrying
case and spare loop of chain, a $45 value, free.

Murray Home I Auto

drawn after authorities found that
Hinckley had written to convicted
killer Ted Bundy and kept photographs of actress Jodie Foster,
whom he had stalked when she
was a student at Yale.
Hinckley dropped his latest effort a day after Levine received
reports from the two courtappointed therapists who disputed
his claim to improved mental
health.
Dr. Raymond Patterson, the
psychiatrist, and psychologist David Shapiro were appointed by
U.S. District Judge June L.
Green, who had ruled they could
be relied on to render unbiased
opinions of Hinckley's mental
state.

Does Santa Need Help?
Then
Call

WHATEVER IT TAKES, WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK
COMPANY

2420 E. Wood St.

WASHINGTON (AP) Faced with an unfavorable psychiatric evaluation, John W.
Hinckley withdrew his request
Tuesday for monthly family visits
away from a mental hospital
where he was sent after trying to
kill President Reagan.
A court-appointed psychiatrist
and psychologist who conducted
examinations this fall, rejected
Hinckley's claim that he had regained his mental health, defense
attorney Barry Levine
acknowledged.
But Levine argued that their
report "was never expected to be
favorable," because government
prosecutors had "handpicked"
the two therapists for the
examination.
Prosecutors responded that
Hinckley was free to dispute their
testimony with his own witnesses. They noted that one of the
experts had examined Hinckley
for the court in 1989.
Hinckley has been confined at
St. Elizabeths Hospital since
1982, when he was found innocent by reason of insanity in the
March 30, 1981, shooting of Reagan. Reagan's press secretary,
James Brady, was also wounded
in the attack along with a
Washington police officer and a
Secret Service agent.
Hinckley sought permission to
!cave the hospital grounds once a
month for an unescorted visit
with his parents that would last
one day.
Nearly a decade ago, a request
for similar privileges was with-

"NI

$10,46285

County Tennessee. He continues to
help his dad in the family farm
operation.
Farm City Week is an activity
which promotes a bond between
rural-urban groups. A strong community is dependent on this type of
union. The week long emphasis is of
national scope and it occurs during
the harvest season when Americans
and county residents have a lot for
which to be thankful. The Calloway
County emphasis should focus on
Thanksgiving for a good harvest
resulting in our abundant supply of
high quality and wholesome food.
Americas Plymouth Colony in
December, 1621, started this community-wide Thanksgiving idea. A
successful harvest and the ending of
a difficult year, prompted their
action.
The Rotary program is planned to
continue a similar bond in this
community.

Hinckley withdraws request
for visits away from hospital

(BRIGGS & STRATTON)

1994 Dodge Shadow ES Sports
Coupe. Auto, Cassette, Blue with
Grey Cloth, 32,000 Miles
$7,56328

The Bahr; Conenunitles in the Four Rivers Region recentl
y presented a
sizable donation of washable toys for use by palliate in
MUITIPpCSUOPaly
County Hospital's pediatric unit Pictured with the container full
of toys are
from left: itCCH os clinical Specialist Pat Anders
on, RN; Clinical Director
Usa Moss, RN; representatives from he Beagle of Murray, Ann
Thornton,
RN; Lea Gentile; Giuseppe Gentile; and Susan Morgan
.

Number One klrolldwide

201 Tyson km,
PA 11

First Pa en
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(With Ad)
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DEATHS
Stock Market Report
Forte W. Elkins
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James Robert Chambers

Forte W. Elkins, 79, Hardin, died Monday, Nov. 19, 1996, It 9:25
p.m. at his home.
A member of Union Hill Church of Christ, he was a retired masonry laborer and a Navy veteran of World War 11.
He was the son of the late William R. Elkins and Gracie Eby Hurt
Elkins. Also preceding him in death were four sisters, Mrs. Mattie
McReynolds, Mrs. Marie Thompson, Mrs. Mavis Jackson, and Mrs.
Minnie Skaggs, and two brothers, Charles Elkins and Franklin 'Elkins.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ica Mai Griffin Elkins; two sons,
William (Bill) Elkins Jr. and wife, Madonna, Hardin, and Robert Dale
Elkins and wife, Brenda, Lexington; two sisters, Mrs. Nadine Peck,
Hardin, and Mrs. Doris Hicks, Paducah; three brothers, Bob kins,
Hardin, Jerry Elkins, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Larry Elkins, Pulaski,
Miss.; seven grandchildren, William Eli Elkins Jr., Murray, Robert
Forte Elkins and Gaberial Lee Elkins, Hardin, Melissa Dawn Fowler,
Paris, Tenn., Keith Morrie Elkins, Buckley, Wash., and Allen Parks
and Ashley Parks, Lexington; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home. David Hendrickson will officiate. Burial will follow in Union Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
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James Robert Chambers, 93, Rt. 6, Murray, died Tuesday, Nov. 19,
1996, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Harold Dean (Shorty) Pridemore
Graveside services for Harold Dean (Shorty) Pridemore will be today at 2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Billy Turner will
officiate.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Wednesday.
Mr. Pridemore, 50, Wyatt, Mo., died Monday morning, Nov. 18,
1996, from an apparent heart attack at Wyatt.
Survivors include his fiancee, Norma Phlemous, Wyatt, Mo.; two
daughters, Mrs. Tressia Kay Rhodes and husband, Ricky, Murray, and
Mrs. Regina Fay Evius and husband, Michael, Puryear, Tenn.; six
grandchildren, Nicole, Meagin and Christina Dick, Heather and Brittany Tidwell, and Christina Evans; two nieces, Mrs. Tonya Jones and
husband, Richard, and Mrs. Renee Garland and husband, David, and
one brother, James Lyle Pridemore and wife, Annette, all of Murray.
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NEWARK, Del. (AP) — A
college freshman wanted in the
death of his girlfriend's baby will
surrender Thursday morning and
plead innocent to a capital murder charge, his lawyer said today.
The family of Brian C. Peterson Jr. considered sending the
18-year-old overseas to avoid
prosecution, attorney Joseph Hurley said. He said he "tried to talk
them out of it," by telling them
Peterson would have to go a hostile country where they wouldn't
want him to live.
"At least he has a life," was
Peterson's mother's response,
Hurley said.
The lawyer described Peterson
as "a combination of dazed and
extremely fearful" since prosecutors said they would charge him
and seek the death penalty.
Hurley said he negotiated the
surrender with state authorities
and the FBI so that the family
would not be charged with harboring a fugitive.
Hurley said earlier on ABC's
"Good Morning America" that
the mother considered fleeing
with her son. When a mother
hears her son is facing the death
penalty, he said, "One of the immediate thoughts is, 'I'm getting
them out of here.'
"That was discussed as one
would expect it to be discussed,
and that was rejected," he said.
A federal fugitive warrant was
issued Tuesday for Peterson of
Wyckoff, N.J. He is charged with
murder along with l84tar-old
Amy Grossberg, his high school
girlfriend and the baby's mother.

Former American
Electric CEO
dies at age 66
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A
former chairman and chief wcutive officer of American Electric
Power has died.
Richard E. Disbrow, 66, died
Monday.
Disbrow joined AEP Service
Corp., the company's management and technology division in
1954. He held a number of positions in engineering, planning,
operations and administration.
He was elected AEP's eighth
president in 1979, and chairman
of the board and CEO in 1992.
He is survived by his wife,
Teresa, and two children. A funeral mass will be Friday at St. Peter Catholic Church in Columbus.
AEP provides electric energy
to 7 million people in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, West Virginia,
Virginia, Tennessee, and
Kentucky.

The baby was put in a plastic bag
and dumped in a trash bin outside
a motel last week, authorities
said.
Grossberg of Franklin Lakes,
N.J., was arrested Monday and
was being held without bail. Both
of them could be sentenced to
death if convicted.
Peterson and Grossberg "never
went into that motel with the
idea, 'We are going to kill a
child," Hurley said.
He said he didn't know if the
baby was born alive. "That may
well be a significant issue,'' Hurley said, adding that Peterson
would plead innocent to firstdegree murder.
The attorney said Grossberg
"apparently had real problems in
communicating this situation to
her mother because of the way
she was valued by her mother.
And (Peterson) ... went along
with her fears and concerns."
Peterson was at an undisclosed
location with his mother Tuesday,
getting counseling to "get him in
a position so he can cope and
understand what he's going to go
through for the next several
months," Hurley said.
Newark police sought federal
help after learning Hurley had
contacted Peterson. "He's had
more than ample time to turn this
young man over to us," Police
Chief William Hogan said.

Our Best Investment Is You.

The funeral for Mrs. Estelle Dunlap Pierce will he Thursday at 1
p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris. John Dale will
officiate. Burial will follow in Memorial Cemetery, Paris.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8:30 p.m. today
(Wednesday) and after 9 a.m. Thursday.
Mrs. Pierce, 78, Paris, Tenn., died Monday, Nov. 18, 1996, at Jackson Madison County General Hospital, Jackson, Tenn. Her death followed an illness of 10 years from leukemia.
She was married in 1938 to Leon Pierce who died Jan. 7, 1974.
Survivors include one daughter, Linda May Pierce, with Murray
State University Publications and Printing Services; one son, Tommy
Let Pierce, Paris, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Maybell Dye, her twin sis-ter, St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Evelyn Williams, Paris; two brothers,
Fred Dunlap and Brady Dunlap, Paris; one granddaughter, Amy
Pierce, Camden, Tenn.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The president of the National
Baptist Convention U.S.A. Inc. is
asking every member of its denomination to give $1, in part to
pay the debt on its Nashville
headquarters.
"If every National Baptist
would give $1, look what we
would have — $8.5 million,"
said the Rev. Henry J. Lyons of
St. Petersburg, Fla., Who was
elected president of the nation's
largest black church denomination in 1994.
Lyons said he hopes to raise
the money by the time the denomination has its winter meetings in Nashville Jan. 20-23.
The National Baptists paid Si
million on the debt on its headquarters in October, decreasing
the mortgage to $3.5 million. The
denomination also paid $92,000
on the mortgage interest of the
headquarters following its annual
meeting in September.
Lyons inherited the debt from
the Rev. T.J. Jemison, who was
president for 12 years.

Plus NCAA National Championship
Apparel • Gifts • Accessories
With an Exclusive Line of UK Memorabilia
'96-'97 Media Guides & Poster Calendars
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Field's Fresh

Ham Sausage
Reg. or Light

$ 1 69
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Since 1949
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Field's Center Cut

Field's 01' Fashion

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Sausage

Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

.0

•

Lb
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Lake Region Propane Gas

•

Chili Roll
$ 1 39

$279

Financing Available

Lease Tanks Available: There is also a limited number of
lease tanks available for qualified customers.

Field's 1 Lb.

Smoked
Pork Chops
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Mrs. Estelle Dunlap Pierce
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Boyfriend to surrender, plead
innocent in infant's death
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Funeral rites for Mrs. Rosalyn Chumbler Galloway will be today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Brad Howard
and Gerald Baker will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Frank Shelton, Jerry Holloway, Ralph Story, Jeff
Henshaw, William Hargrove and Tim Holloway, active; Kenneth Morris, Phil Holloway, Charles Henson, David Lamb, Tony Smith, Jeffery
Howard and Cliff Cope, honorary. Burial will follow in Lebanon
Cemetery.
Mrs. Galloway, 44, Mayfield, died Sunday, Nov. 17, 1996, at 7:25
a.m. at Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.

as of 9 a.m.
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Hours:
Mon. thru Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Prices Good
Nov. 20-Nov. 26

Grade 'A Frozen

U.S. Choice Boneless
Timer 10 Lbs & Up

Sirloin Tip or
Rolled Rump Roast
Eckrich
Smoked

Sausage
Boot Po ,sh lur4ey
$O

19
Lb

Large Selection of Fresh
Hyde Park and Butterball

Pillsbury

Pc Irk

Pie
Crust

Cut
Yams

15 oz 2 Ct
$1

Tim
lock'
room

29 oz

79

89'
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Caffeine Free Coke
2 Liter

89°

cc7RAnP,Naluable Coupon

Flour
5 Lb

89°

Revelar Price $7.99
•
t Silverstone nonstick interiors •Disisrasier and oyes'Ago 4.541. 1
L
'Pet;" Tut
ilac•itiRtegie
s la:115;112fir"ntI.
clititee tallsg"s
1

I

Maxwell House

Libby

Coffee

Pumpkin

Prairie Farms

Bakers Semi Sweet

2% Milk

Choc. Flavor Chips

Jello Instant

Post Waffle Crisp or

Bakers Real Reg. & Milk

Chocolate Chips
Cocoa Pebbles

Honey Combs

Hyde Park

Kraft Mayonnaise or

Orange Juice

Miracle Whip

Hyde Park

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

Coke, Diet Coke, Mr. Pibb,
Cat. Free Coke

12 oz. 2/$3

13

Peas

Mello Yello, Mkt Maid, Nestea,
Root Beer, Cherry Coke

32

12 pk. $269
Hyde Park Brown & Serve

Rolls

20

11-15 oz.

Reg. & Salt 15 oz.

2/89'

11

Lesuer

Baby Carrots

15 oz.

Lucky Leaf

Cherry Pie Filling

Ocean Spray

Idaho

Fresh Green

2/$5

Lesuer Early June

Green Giant

Vegetables
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Galbraith requests
legalization be put
on Assembly agenda
C& H

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gatewood Galbraith, who made
the legalization of marijuana the
centerpiece of three failed races
for statewide office, is still fired
up about the subject.
Galbraith said he has asked
Gov. Paul Patton to place the
issue of the legalization of marijuana for medical use and the
hemp plant for industrial purposes on the agenda fora special
session of the General Assembly.
Only the governor can determine the subjects to be considered at a special session.
Patton has said he could call a
special session Dec. 2 to take up
workers' compensation. A
spokesman said Tuesday that Patton was traveling and could not
be reached for comment.

Three indicted for
locking woman in
room for one year
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
grand jury on Tuesday returned
indictments against the parents
and brother of a mentally retarded woman allegedly kept
locked in a squalid bedroom for
more than a year before her
death.
Robin Appleby, 30, who police
say was deprived of bathroom facilities and proper nutrition for
the past year, weighed 70 pounds
when she died earlier this month.
Police say the family waited at
least a day to report the death and
in the meantime tried to clean the
home of evidence of abuse.
The indictments returned Tuesday charge Billy Ray Appleby,
56, and Alice Louise Appleby,
59, with first-degree criminal abuse, first-degree unlawful imprisonment and tampering with evidence. Their son, Billy Ray Appleby II, was charged with
tampering with physical
evidence.
The three are scheduled to be
arraigned Monday.
Preliminary autopsy results indicate that Robin Appleby died of
a seizure disorder, but the official
cause of death will be determined
by a coroner's jury at an inquest,
Jefferson County Coroner Richard Greathouse said last week.
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4 lb. bag

FOODS

limit 2 please

* ANNIVERSARY SALE *

Coke, Diet Coke & Mello Yello
12 pk.
12 oz.
can

November 1996

gm 20 21 22 23

for

SI

Limit 4 -12 pk Additional $2.99
6 pk. 20 oz. non-refundable $2.99

25 26 27111

Sweet Sue

Duncan Hines

Del Monte

Cake Mix

Pineapple

NUM
Utila•SE

Chicken Broth

153,4 5

77

31

18,/4
oz. box

can

Princella Cut Yams 15 oz. 47C

Pre-Whipped Topping 8 oz. 690

Prices Good thru Wed. 27th • Closed Thanksgiving Day
Lesuer

Gold Medal

Early Green Peas

Blue Bonnet

Flour

Margarine

Stokely's

Pumpkin
15 oz.
can

15 oz.
can
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Rabid bat incident
still investigated
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Health officials don't yet know
whether a bite by a rabid bat
caused a fatal illness in a Kentucky woman.
The 42-year-old woman from
Burkesville, about 12 miles north
of Tennessee's Dale Hollow
Lake, died Oct. 15 at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center. She
died from encephalitis, an inflammation of the brain that can result
from rabies.
Vanderbilt has not released the
woman's name.
A sample of the woman's brain
tissue has been sent to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta to test for the
rabies virus, said Dr. William
Schaffner, chairman of preventative medicine at Vanderbilt.
The woman had no obvious exposure to bats or other animals
that carry rabies and showed no
signs of a bite, Schaffner said.
But the family said they heard
flutterings in their chimney,
which may be a bat roost, and the
woman's symptoms — which included difficulty swallowing —
indicate rabies, he said.
The woman could have been
bitten by a silver-haired bat,
which have tiny teeth and can
bite without the victim knowing
it, Schaffner said.
There have been about 20
rabies-related deaths reported in
the United States since 1980.
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MSU's Gottfried pleased
after Racers'88-74 win;
host Belmont on Saturday
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
If Mark Gottfried has learned nothing else in the pre-season, at least
now he knows his team pays attention
in practice.
Looking to improve on defense, offensive execution and rebounding following last week's one-point loss to
Athletes in Action, Murray State
cleaned up those areas in Tuesday's
impressive 88-74 win over BC Kantida
Rijeka.
"We won this game in practice,"
said junior guard Detcri Mayes. "We
had three good days of hard practices.
That loss (70-69 vs. AIA) pointed out a
lot of weaknesses. The coaches made
sure we were ready to play basketball
tonight."
Vincent Rainey, who did not start

BC RIJEKA
Artzulosic 3-7 0-0 9, Pefic 0-0 0-0 0, Obradovic
1-1 02 3,
Stone 1-2 1-2 3. KUZIMIIIC 3-7 1-1 7, MuOgic
14 3-4 20. Woes 6-11 3-4 19 Levee 2-7 2-7 0-0 6. Rados
0-0
5
Totals
27-59
1-13 74
MURRAY STATE
Dahl 0-2 0-0 0, Damon 5-9 0-0 14, Townsend
4-7 0-0 S.
Marin 0-2 0-0 0. Story 2-2 0-0 4 H11111111100 2-4
229, Rainey 9-16 6-III 24, Herne 1-1 0.02. 0-0 4. Page 3-7
Wyse 7-14 3-4 20 Totals 3448 12-16 Turner 1-4 123
el
lisiteme—tdurray St 46. BC Rieke
3r4 tem
en
osla--BC
ROM 12-22 (Aniutosic 3-4. Obra013)4c37
1-1.
• 2-6 1:14dos 1-2. Mani* 44. Louts 1-3). Murray
St
111-17
(
4-7.
Main 0-1. Page 1-3, Rainey 0-2, lAsyss
3-41 Fouled (ut—
numeric Rebounde—SC Rifsaa 25 Ado'
(Rainey 13) Assists—SC Rheas O. Morey St 7). Murray St 46
16 Total Souls—
BC Rosie 17 Murray St 17 A-1.103

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) —
One of the stories Lou Holtz
likes to tell is about a man who
jumps off a 12-story building,
the game because of a violation of a
reaches the seventh floor and
team rule, led the way with 24 points
says. "So far, so good."
and 13 rebounds.
On Tuesday, he became the
Mayes, who had 14 points in the
man in that story.
.s
first half, including 12 of the team's
For 1 hour and 15 minutes,
first 18, finished with 20. Darren DawHoltz sat on the stage of a local
son hit 4-of-7 three-pointers to finish
television station and answered
with 14 points.
questions. He could not say why
Gottfried said the balanced scoring
he bailed out on Notre Dame.
was a result of better offensive execuHe could not say where or when
tion, an area that concerned him after
he was going to land. He hadn't
the
Athletes in Action game.
thought that far ahead.
"I cannot honestly give you a
reason for my resignation. except to say I feel it is the right
thing to do. People will say
there has to be more to it than
this, but believe me, there
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Bubba to have a steel rod placed into
isn't," Holtz said. "I have no
that leg.
Wells,
Austin Peay's star forward and the
He is expected to undergo similar surgery
plans for the future."
nation's leading returning scorer, will be today.
He read those lines directly
sidelined for at least a month because of a
"This is a huge blow to the team," Austin
from a prepared statement.
left leg stress fracture, officials say.
Peay coach Dave Loos said Tuesday. "But
When he strayed from it, his anThis is the second time in less than two we as a team have to take his
example. He
swers were only slightly more
years that the 6-foot-5, 230-pound senior worked his way through this the
has had to sit out because of a leg stress and is intent on doing it again last time
revealing: It hurt to leave. He
this time."
fracture.
was not being pushed. He left
Wells averaged 26.3 points a game as a
He
suffered
a similar injury to the right junior. He was the Ohio Valley
because leaving was — and he
STEVE PARKER/Ledger it Times photo
leg during the 1995 Ohio Valley Conference Tournament's most valuable Conference
Murray State senior Vincent Rainey goes up to the rim for
must have repeated this a dozen
player after
two of his game-high 24 points Tueschampionship game and underwent surgery leading the Goys to the
day in the Racers' 88-74 win over BC Kantida Rijeka
tourney title.
times — the right thing to do.
in Racer Arena.
That was Holtz's story on this
day, anyway, and he was sticking to it.
"One of the positive aspects
of leaving Notre Dame at the
present time is, I think I am
leaving behind a solid football
program and a talented team
The least we can do is pay them
"The only people who will not
•Pairings Party: Fans can watch the Division I-AA Playoff pairings
that will give the new coach a
on the
due
big screen with Racer player and coaches at Sunday's
respect
and
attend
have
the
to purchase a ticket are the
game."
'Playoff Pairings
chance — and I want to reitWith an Ohio Valley ConferParty" in the Curris Center Ballroom from 11:30 a
In order to encourage attenm
-2
worker
p.m
s," Frank said. "The
erate, a chance — to win in his
ence championship already
dance, Frank is seeking corporate NCAA prohibits us 'from giving
first year.''
clinched, Murray State has made
sponsors who will purchase complimentary tickets for a playAnd yet, the longer he went
a bid to host a first-round NCAA
blocks of tickets. Although the off game."
considered.
hut
there
are
no
on, the more he reminisced, the
guarantees."
Division I-AA playoff game Nov.
university needs monetary supTicket prices are $15 for chair
"Also,
during
any vacation perLast year, the Racers hosted
less convincing Holtz became. It
30.
port
for
this
venture
,
it
iod,
is
scats,
also
the
im$10 for reserved bleachers,
univers
ity
has
pay
to
for
Northern Iowa in the playoff
was like watching a balloon
The pairings will he announced
dorm rooms and meals for The
game but lost 35-34. And with portant to boost game attendance. $7 for general admission and $5
with a pinprick somewhere
Sunday, Nov. 24. A public
"1 see this as a regional obliga- for students. Season ticket holfootball players, cheerleaders and
paid attendance of only 4,639, the
along the surface deflate very
gathering has been planned from
tion rather than a local one," he ders will have the first chance to
hand
member
s,"
Frank
said.
university lost about $11,000.
slowly. There was the sense
noon to 2 p.m. in the ('urns Cen- "There are a lot of little things
"It is discouraging to have at- said. "This team has worked hard purchase tickets from Nov.
that, maybe not today or even
ter Ballroom on campus to watch
all season and deserves our 25-27, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily. The
we
have
to
take
care
of.
tendance that low," Frank said.
tomorrow — but that if he sat
the pairings on national
support."
"It is an expensive venture, but "Here is a team
ticket office will also be open
that is ranked
there long enough, eventually
Since it is a playoff game, Nov. 29 from 1 to 4 p.m.
this is the first team to ever win
fourth
nationa
lly. The players ticket prices
the truth would leak out: He did
arc set by the
According to Dr. Jim Frank, back-to-back undefeated conferTickets for the general public
have knocked themselves out.
not want to go.
NCAA. If MSU is selected to
MSU interim athletic .director, the ence championships," he said. "I Couch Houston
will
go on sale at the south gate
Nutt and his staff host the game, season
"I always felt some remorse
feel pretty confident that we will
NCAA requires a S30,000 guar
ticket hol- of Roy Stewart Stadium Nov. 30
came
in
and
every time 1 left a place. But
turned around the ders will be given the
antee in order for a school to he get to host the first-round game, football progra
first chance at 10:30 a.m. All gates will be
when I left," Holtz. said, "I alm in four years. at seats.
open at 11:30 a.m.
ways had a place to go to, so
that built up some enthusiasm.
... I don't know how I'm going
to handle not having anything to
go on to."
That is because even before
Holtz knew what he wanted to
He's not trying to run from his
do with his life, he knew exactly
tional outbursts from a player
had-guy image or necessarily atwhere he wanted to do it. At
who has been suspended five
tempting to change it in a city
Notre Dame. He paid out of his
times the last six years.
where two seasons ago he was
own pocket to educate three of
But the White Sox, hoping to
caught using a corked bat and
his four kids here. His second
overtake Belle's former team —
subsequently suspended.
grandson, like the first, will be
the Cleveland Indians — and
"You mean the bad guy image
baptized in a chapel here Friday.
boost sagging attendance, want
you gave me`? Right?" Belle said
As a boy growing up in East
the Albert Belle who has hit 98
CHICA
(AP)
GO
— Can we
Tuesday when pressed on the
Liverpool, Ohio, Holtz was
homers the last two seasons.
expect a kinder, gentler Albert
issue.
taught by the Sisters of Notre
Teaming with two-time MVP
Belle now that he's switched
"I found early on that you
Dame. He marched out of the
Frank Thomas, the White Sox
teams
become
and
basebal
l's
can't try to please everyone. My
school at lunch, recess and dishighest-paid player?
main concern and the only thing I • See Page 39
missal to the strains of the Notre
Hardly.
can control is going out on the
Dame fight song.
The newest member of the
field. Some people like it; some
Between 1946 and 1950, what
Albert Belle is now the highest
Chicag
o White Sox, his hank acdon't. I can't change their
the 59-year-old Holtz remempaid
player In baseball after
balloon
count
ing eventually to
perception."
bers as his formative years,
signing with the Chicago White
million
$55
fatter
with
fivea
Vowing to "continue to be AlNotre Dame never lost a footSox.
year deal, says he'll be himself. bert Belle" could mean cmoball game. No wonder the tune
wouldn't leave him. His first
•
head coaching job was in 1969
at William & Mary. From there
he went to North Carolina State,
the NFL's New York Jets, Arkansas and then Minnesota. At
the last stop, he had a clause
TORONTO (AP) -- Seattle
written into his contract guaranguard Damon Stoudamire out 5:38 left in the final
coach George Karl figured his
quarter to
teeing him an out if Notre Dame
with an injured foot, led a second cut Seattle's lead to
team played as well for 24 mi93-85.
ever called.
half comeback with 22 of his
Detlef Schrcmpf followed with
nutes as it has all season.
On Tuesday, he remembered
game-high 31 points, including a two free throws and Willia
"Tonight we played fantastic for their eighth straight win.
ms hit
with
a
above
his
cut
right eye
his family's reaction when
club-record 20 in the third another 3-point shot
in the first half, built a big lead
"Did we handle the momen- that required three stitches, had
before PoNotre Dame finally did — 99
quarter.
and tried to hold off their tum shift well? Probably not," things pretty much his
pcye Jones completed a threeown way
wins, 11 years and one national
"I didn't try to force the shots point play to trim
momentum," Karl said after the Karl said. "Did we win? Yes. in the first half, scoring
the Seattle lead
20
of his
championship ago.
tonight," Christie said. "If I was to 95-91 with
SuperSonics saw a 25-point halfBut in the fourth quarter we were team-high 26 points and grabbing
3:50 remaining.
open I took it."
time lead dwindle to four points not the best team out there."
Jones finished with 11 points and
13 of his 18 rebounds.
Walt Williams, who scored 22 led Toronto with
with 3:50 remaining before beat11 rellounds.
Shawn Kemp, who left the
But Doug Christie, who picked
points for the Raptors, losers of
ing the Toronto Raptors 106-98 game late in the fourth quarter
up the slack with starting point three straight, nailed a trey
with

Stress fracture sidelines Austin Peay's Wells

Murray State bids for I-AA playoff game

r

SuperSonics hold off Raptors' late surge
Popeye gets double-double
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•Racers...

Sports
BRIEFS

"Vincent shot 21 times in the
last game and he probably forced
seven or eight of those," explained Gottfried. "Tonight, I
don't remember him taking a bad
shot"
As a team, the Racers shot 50
percent from the field.
Leading 46-37 at halftime, the
Racers used a 30-14 to start the
second half to build a 76-51 lead
with 7:51 remaining in the game.
"That's a pretty good team we
played," Goufried said of BC.
"They lost by six at Alabama and
by two at Tulane."
Murray State, which opens the
regular season Saturday night at 8
p.m. in Racer Arena against Belmont, outrebounded the much
taller Croatians 46-25 Tuesday
night.
"We really emphasized rebounding tonight," said Gottfried.
"Although we've only played two
exhibition games, we've gotten
better."
Murray State had only eight
turnovers in the game and passed
out 18 assists. Three players
reached double figures, with
freshman Aaron Page scoring
nine.
"We've got a good shooting

^

Middle School Lakers split two
Galloway County's 88thgrade boys split two games thus week, beating
walellowship 47-25 Monday night but falling to Graves County 44-27
l
Chrisi
Tuesday.
On Monday. Seth Bryant led the Lakers with 12 points, followed by Patrick
Cer901 with eight, Chad Greer with seven and Tony Ryan and Clint Kear with
four each.
On Tuesday, Bryant paced Calloway with 10 points, followed by Chad
Greer and Derek McCallum with five each, Patrick Greer with four, Chase
Wallace with two and Zach Lovett with one
Calloway (2-1) returns to action Monday at North Marshall

Little league basketball signup set
Boys little league basketball signups for Calloway County boys in grades
3-8 will be Saturday. Nov. 23. from 9 a m to noon at the Calloway County
High School gymnasium.

II Belle...
FROM PAGE 2B
now have one of the most potent
lineups in baseball.
"I'm not going to change my
personality because someone
wants me to change. My No. 1
priority is to produce," Belle
said.
"1 just want to come over and
be an integral part and continue
to put up big ;nimbus and play
defense and watch Frank Thomas
hit more home runs. I get to see it
first-hand now."
Thomas was asked by Sox

•Ifoltz...
FROM PAGE 2B
"My mother felt you coached
at Notre Dame until you died,"
Holtz recalled. "Then you went
straight to heaven."
That will not happen to him
now.
But not because Holtz isn't
deserving. And not because of
his health or his enthusiasm is
waning, because he is afraid of
breaking Knute Rockne's record
for wins in a career (105), or because he wants to go back to the
NFL and clean up a messy career record there (3-10, before
he resigned with one game left
in the 1976 season), either.
It won't happen because
Holtz has plenty of productive
years of coaching left or, for
that matter, anything else he decides to undertake. Which begs
the question: Why leave a place
he didn't want to leave?
The best guess is this: In
1994, Holtz's team finished
6-5-1, falling out of the Top 25
for the First time since his first
season at Notre Dame. His close
friend and longtime supporter,
athletic director Dick Rosenthal.
was leaving, to be replaced by
the more businesslike Mike
Wadsworth.
With that changc, Holtz's job
changed, too. There was more
structure, more defined responsibilities, less stroking of his
ego. After a successful 1995
season, Holtz and Wadsworth
sat down in December with
Father Bill Beauchamp, who
oversees the athletic department,
and drew up a "lifetime" contract. Holtz was put on the hook
to win and attract quality
players.
Two months later, he told
Wadsworth in an aside to start
thinking about finding his successor. Tuesday, Holtz made it
formal. His life was in freefall.
He was coping fine. So far.

team. We just have to share the
ball and not care who gets the
credit," said Mayes, who was
7-of-14 on the night. "We have
guys on this team that if you're
own, they're going to get you the
ball."
Dawson, a sophomore, was
0-for-6 from 3-point in the Racers' last outing and drew critic
ism from Gottfried for his &IAsive work. That changed Tuesday
night.
"Darren did a better job defensively," Gottfried' said. "I know
he can shoot, but we don't want
to trade baskets with teams."
Michael Turner, a freshman
from Nashville, Tenn.. saw his
first action of the season after sitting out the previous game with a
stress fracture. Despite missing
three weeks of practice. "Michael
is so poised," Gottfried said of
Turner, who had three points and
three rebounds.
Gottfried said getting a win
was important before heading
into Saturday's game against Belmont, a former NAIA power
which is moving up to Division I.
"I really felt like we needed to
win," he said. "From a confidence standpoint, situ can lose
some confidence if situ lose lose
both of these exhibition games."

FROM PAGE 26

owner Jerry Reinsdorf whom he
would like to sec the team pursue
in the offseason, Barry Bonds or
Belle. It was a no-brainer for
Thomas: Belle.
The White Sox then outbid the
Indians and the Florida Marlins
with a huge package deal.
"It's not about the most money," Belle said. "I'm sure I
could have shopped around and
got more money. You got to look
at the personnel: you got to look
at the organization and the direcFROM PAGE 28
tion it's heading."
Belle led the Indians to their
But Larry Stewart turned back
first AL pennant in 41 years in
Raptors with six straight
the
1995 when he hit 50 homers and
Seattle points, including back-to50 doubles in the same season.
back layups for a 101-93 lead
They also won the AL Central in
with 1:40 to play.
1996, when Bell hit 48 homers
"I'm happy with our record,"
with a league-leading 148 RBIs,
Karl said. "I'm happy with
but were knocked out in the first
where we are in the standings.
round by Baltimore.
After consulting with Thomas, But I'm not happy with the way
we've been playing lately."
Reinsdorf began negotiations
Schrempf, who was still feelwith Belle's agent, Am Tellem,
the effects of a flu bug that
ing
also
who
represented some mem'hers of the Chicago Bulls. Reins-' kept him out -of Seattle's last
game, said despite the eight-game
dorf is chairman of both the Sox
winning streak, the SuperSonics
and the Bulls and now has the
have yet to hit their stride.
highest-paid player in two sports.
Raptors coach Darrell Walker
Michael Jordan's $30.14 milsaid the Raptors showed they can
lion, one-year deal with the Bulls
compete without Stoudamire in
is the highest average salary in
the lineup — when they come to
team sports.

All Day Sunday, Nov. 24
9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

Junior Rodeo
Saturday, Nov. 23
at 10:00 a.m.

Barrel Race
Saturday, Nov. 23
8:30 am.

•SuperSortics...
play.
'This team doc•n't know how
to4show up on sonic
he
said.

FREE ADMISSION
THURSDAY NGHT
WITH MSU I.D.

SVe Make Learning Martial Arts Exciting!!

INTR0lit Cl()R1'
iiii,,i,i
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A

martial arts

America

I

SCOREBOARD

NI West Ky. Expo Center
College Farm Rd.
High School Rodeo

IIILFA‘1111

Call Today TY (502) 753-6111

Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
CP16

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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NFL STAT LEADERS
American Football Content/cis
rterbedis
Alt Com Yds TO
168 115 1517 10
Mann°. Ma
367 213 21100 24
Testaverde. Sal
361 218 2553 21
EWAN. Den
269 155 1905 16
Chandler. HC4.1
211 120 1629 8
Frlorm. Sea
435 2611 2652 II
Eliedsos. NE
281 163 1927 13
Murrottrliks. S
288 178 1909 16
Hossatiw, Oak
397 252 3060 14
Brunel. Jac
252 144 1863 9
Tom*, Pit

Int
4
13
12
7
4
9
6
12
III
10

R41011111111
Alt Yds Avg LG TD
711 9
250 1209 4
214 1117 46 50, 10
227 959 42 76 4
219 938 43 78 5
233 863 38 36
213 754 35 57 12
162 698 311 31 7
199 686 35 29 10
153 615 40 42 3
146 572 39 50t 4

Davis Den
Botts. Pit
George. Hou
Koren. NY-J
Thomas. But
Mertin. NE
Stewart. Svc
Abdui-Jabbar A.
8411N. Oil
Warren. Sea

Receivers
Yds
No
67 915
67 717
64 785
82 805
60 805
57 641
SS 714
710
51
so 768
50 691
50 562

Sharps Den
Pickens, Cm
T Brown, 00
McCardell. Jac
Wren, S
Chretist. NYJ
Quinn. N E
liAcCoffie Ma
Jackson, Oil
Smith, Jac
Coil.. 191

TO
Avg
LG
137 51
9
4
107 46
7
123 421
130 52
2
11
134 51
2
112 44
130 371 3
139 36
5
158 651 10
5
138 62
112 Mt 7

Wiens' Football Conference
Cluerterbedis
An Corn Yds TO
Fare, G
392 230 2754 28
Delmer, Phi
230 138 1709 9
154 96 1119 5
S Young, SF
Mutant Dal.
355 228 2359 II
213 122 1346 10
K Graham, Artz
301 171 2181 9
Frworte. Was
275 158 1873 14
Michell. OW
320 196 2002 13
Hebert, Att.
225 121 1610 8
Coins. Car
181 113 1155 $
Grbec. SF

Allan, Was
Metiers, Phi
Senders, Del
E Strath. Dal
Anderson. All
Johnson. Car
Rob Smith, Mn
Hannon. NY-G
Bennet, G
L Johnson. Arlz

5
4
8
5
7
ii
13
7
9

1.\ your transmission leaking, slipping
making unusual noises?

Rushers
Alt Yds Avg LG TO
257 1060 41 191 17
244 1036 42 561 10
197 962 50 Mt 7
233 876 38 25 9
I* 751 45 321 4
173 722 42 29 4
162 692 43 57 3
203 671 33 25 0
152 643 42 23 1
124 589 48 701 3
Receivers
No Yds
72 916
89 648
69 542
65 631
61 821
50 962
50 656
57 754
51 805
52 1017

Moore. Der
F
Canters. Ariz
tin
Carter,
Fryer. Phi
Moos, St L
Perlman. Dii
COMM,. CN
Mathis All
Reed. Ii,

int

TRANSMISSION

Avg
TO
LG
12 7 501
6
123 39
4
79 39
128 40
5
7
135 42
4
55
181
5
34
III
132 511 4
112 55
6
196 821 5

'lime-Up Special

'Change Fluids
'Cleans Screens
• Idjust Bands & linkage
'New Pan Casket
'Road Test
)4a ('oxpox • Expire: 11.304f

With Coupon
Expires 11-30-96

Catch the
Racers
it in Action!
Murray State vs.
West Virginia Tech
Saturday, November 23
1:30 p.m — Roy Stewart Stadium
Buy I Ticket, Get 1 Free!

Financial Available
Upon Approved Credit
Discounts for military, retired
military, senior citizens
& students.

Buy one advanced ticket before Friday at 4 p.m. and receive one free
(general admission). Season ticket holders may also
take advantage-efAbis-orkarl-

•

MSU Game Sponsored By W. Kentucky Insurance, Don Simpkins
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121aPisay
$6.00 Column Inch
AO% I:46count 2nd !tun,
60% Discount 3ict Run.
Ace MetIRA Wane 4 Pay PerIeW
$2 00 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Adl
30e per wc:40,.)6,00 mieurnum
lit day.64 per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day $200 •xtra for Shopper
(Tugs Classrfieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.00 extra for
bilnd box ads

ANNOUNCEMENIS
010
020
C25
030
040
050

I go

370
Yard Sale $750 Prepad 390
A $2 001••wilt ND requited to mak• 430
any changos to ad afire deadline. 550

010

.ragoi Notice
Notice
Personais
Cora of Thanks
r Memory
,ost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Far rn Equipment
Livestock & Suppas
Poultry & Supplies
Proctice
ee0 & SeacJ

EMPLOYMENI
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chilacore
Situorion Wonted
Business OPPcetunitY
inettuction

060
070
090
100
110

280
265
300
3
320
330
340
360

020

Legal
Notice

753-1916

SERVICES
insurance
Exterminating
&Anon Services
Heating & Cooing
Services Offered

080
230
250
290
530

REAL ESIATE RENTAL
Mobie Homes tor Row
470
480
Mobile Hom• Lots tor Rent
Business Rentals
485
Wont To Rent - 400
495
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
500
510
Houses For Pent
of Pent or :ease
520

010

Legal
Wiles

CALL

J UAkkgE
TINP

uTO

IRANSPORIATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cori
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
C°frit)." s
For Sole or Trocie
Wont To Bay
Articles For Saie
Appliances
Home Fumisnings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
FirewooCI
Music al
Miscellaneous
TV &POOio
Pets & Suppiies

050

026I
Notk•

Mobile rIOMEIS •O•
For Sae or Lease
riome loons
Pea Estate
Lake Pros:AWN
Lots For Soie
Forms For Sae
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS

40
540
560
5.70

Sue
For Trade
Free Coiumr,
Wantea
PUD.0

tillannatira
Advertisers are sequeded to
check the SW Ineerflon of
their ads/wow enor. Moray
Lodger a fines Iva be responsible for only one Incorrect bedlam. Any error
should be repoded lemmaately so correcions can be
made.

HOME de
reasona
901 247 59
MOTHER of
ences will
home or
reasonable
NEED so
experienced
house 8
753-2443

_OFFICE HOURS..
-Mon.-1,11. 7.30 o.rn.-.5 p.m.
Solurday Mod

100

• Deadlines are I days
el astianctii

060
Lost

Notice

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
4.30
435
443
450
460

HOME and
New const
weekly s
References
436 5914

Make $t
your home
this Call (
24hrs ext

0611

Help
Wanted

And Found

Cos
Sc
For
In
Redocka
502-7

NOTICE TO
ALTERATIONS. Ruth's
ELEVATOR Maintenance
Those vehicle. at Cunningham Auto Repair were
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
See 8 Sew 753-6981
CREDITORS
Specialist at Murray State
IMMEDIATE
is now accepting applicaabandoned and not picked up and have repair
University Full time posi
The following estate
bills and or storage bills against them and they
OPENINGS
tions for full time shop posiENJOY a massage and redon with benefits Oualifica
will be disposed of November 30th, 1996.
tion Soldering & minor
fiduciary
lieve pain, release stress,
appointDESIGN ENGINEER.
dons Requires a high
electrical experience a
relax
mind
Call
Prefer 2-4 years experiand
body
ments have been made
VEHICLES USTED BELOW:
school diploma and live (5)
plus Must be detail & qualDave or Terri at Massage
ence and/or Engineering
in
the
Calloway
'87 FORD TEMPO
'88 MAZDA 323
years experience in the eleity oriented Applications
To You, 7 days 10a 10P,
College courses and
1FABP36X8HK164225
County District Court.
JM18F2321G013578
vator trade as a lead meavailable at 88 Spruce St,
Housecalls
knowledge of Autocad
753 3801
chanic with knowledge in
All claims against th'84 BUICK CENTURY
'83 DATSUN
Murray, KY
Available'
R13. Good computer
elevator construction. reno
1G4AL19R0E6482231
JN1HT13S5DT128464
skills required.
ese estates should be
TOBACCO
classers
yawn. maintenance, and
ENGINEERING
AS78 DODGE VAN
filed with the fiduciary
'81 CHEV. WAGON
needed 492-8516
trouble shooting Must
SISTANT:
Requires
for180916
BB8
B21
X
TAX
DEFERRED
1G1AN35NDB
J132728
within six months of
have training in automated
'mai training on Autocad
TURN crafts into cash'
ANNUITY
'79 AMC CONCORD
date of qualification.
RI3, good math abilities
electrical motor control cm
Consignment business
A9A057E2333
03
6%
John Leeman Nix,
and computer skills.
cults, electronic controls
looking for crafters For
INTEREST
Knowledge and/or backand circuitry, and hydraulic
more information contact
"Sugar"
1106 S. 16th St., Murground in woodworking
controls Must have workAnita, 753-8296
Guaranteed 5 years
ray, KY 42071, deLost around Coles
ing computer skills and
helpful. Said resume
Campground
ceased, Dan L. Nix,428
Rd.
WANTED waitresses &
Monthly income
and salary requirements
good communication skills
area.
Female.
dancers at Foxy Lady in
No
Court Drive, Fulton ,
available'
to: Mohon International,
both verbal and written
Pans Please call Jar' or
questions
asked.
KY 42041, executor,
P.O. Box 550, Paris, TN
Must have supervisory exLEGAL NOTICE
100% reinsured'
Charlie 901-644 0301 or
Call 753-2577 with
38242, ATTN: Engiperience An equivalent
A final settlement of appt. 10/30/96, Joe W.
901 644 0107
1000/, investment
information.
any
neering Supervisor.
combination of education,
accounts has been filed Johnson, 218 Carr St.,
grade assets'
•
training, and/or experience
in the Calloway Dis- Fulton, KY 42041, at1170
may be substituted Must SIRLOIN Stockade now
Substanbal
penalty
tnct Court by Jacque- torney, 96-P-00282-Doom*
Saturday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
have a valid driver's hiring full-time, day time
for
early
withdrawal
line Herndon, execu- All claims must be filed
ChlOcare
license Duties Responsi- grill cook & part-time, night
060
Sunday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
trix of the estate of by April 30,
ble
dishwashers
time
maintenance
for
all
Please
and
McConne
ll
CLEANING houses is my
1997.
Beatrice Scruggs, derepair of elevators and lifts apply in person at 641 S, business Reliable
Wanted
Call
Florence
Griffin,
Insurance
ceased. Exceptions to
at MSU within all regulatory
Murray 753-0440
Linda 759-9553
ATLAS Transmission has and industry standards
Fern
Terrace
Lodge,
Murray, KY
this settlement must
opening for manager trai- Most work independently.
be filed in the Calloway Murray, KY 42071, denee Excellent opportunity be responsible for conduct753-4199
Paducah,
KY
ceased,
Carloyn
TurCounty District Court,
for the right person good ing an ongoing inspection
on or before Nov. 27, ner,809 Hurt St., MurWestern Kentucky's Largest Show
benefits Apply in person or and maintenance program,
ray, KY 42071, admini1996.
call 759 5000, ask for Paul develop a preventive mainFREE Pregnancy Tests
The
Midwest
Top
Trader's return to
Sales experience is tenance program, superAnn Wilson, strator, appt. 11/06/96,
L.Jfehouse 753-0700
Paducah with their great displays of:
necessary
Circuit Court Clerk 96-P-00297--Al1 claims
vise Elevator Maintenance
HOUSE of Clothes, now
Knives
•
Guns
MRental and Sales
Coins
Ammo
•
Reloading
must be filed by April
a ATLAS Transmission is Assistant(s), train assigned
open Mon Sat 9 to 5 Sun 1
Supplies - Outdoor Sports Equipment and
LEGAL NOTICE
now looking for exper- personnel, supervise outto 5 Nice consignment do30, 1997.
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
side contractors on 1 year
A final settlement of
much more to BUY, SELL, and TRADE!
thing $1 00 Buys mans, ienced automotive me
Mary L. Perry, 1401
and
5
year
"Don't Let The Name Fool Yoe."
load
tests
and
accounts has been filed
chanic
Apply
in
person or
women, children leans,
S. 16th St., Murray,KY
ADMISSION $3
sweaters, sweat shirts, call 759-5000 ask for Paul other contracted services,
in the Calloway Dis112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
and preform other related
dresses 13 Miles from
trict Court by Joe Bel- 42071, deceased, LorE.C.1
duties
assigned
as
IndiviPhone: 753-6910
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
cher, executor of the ine Smith, 620 S. 9th,
dual requires limited super489-2243 or 753-6981
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
estate of Aline Wright Murray, KY 42071, advision and reports to
$31,000 FOR COLLEGE
Allen, deceased. Ex- ministrator, appt. 10/
MURRAY Sewing Center
Electric Shop supervisor
for 39 days of part-tme employMachine quilting, $31 50 inceptions to this settle- 30/96, Trevor H. ColWill answer after hours
ment
can
be yours if you quality
cluding batting 753-5323
calls for repairs to include
ment must be filed in eman, 104 N . 5th St.,
to be a mern be rot The Kentucky
weekends and holidays
the Calloway County Walnut Plaza, Murray,
National Guard Earn more than
Salary commensurate with
CARPET & FL OR COVERING1X
District Court, on or KY, attorney, 96-P$3000 during your initial train
experience Application
before Nov. 27, 1996. 00304--All claims
Doing it right the first time costs
must
Deadline December 2,
mg,then its big money for aide
Ann Wilson, be filed by
lees than doing it over.
1996 To Apply Send cover
April
30,
time
Circuit Court Clerk
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl
LOST Black billfold at
letter, resume, and names,
1997.
Call Today
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Granny's Restaurant Call
addresses, and phone
* Residential Carpet
Herbert Glenn Cal759-4620 (Reward)
30 Years Experience
numbers of three refer502-753-8210
LEGAL NOTICE
hoon, 144 Linn/ Bean
ences to Elevator MainteJim Knight
From
Murray
per sq. foot
LOST small Siamese kit$ae"
A final settlement of Lane, Murray,
1 Insianslion Tom Tokr Rd
or Toll Free
Jay Knight
nance Search, Human ReKY
ten. 606 Broad St Please
accounts has been filed
Mith Knight
sources. Murray State Uni753-7728
42071, deceased, Bob1-888-KY GUARD
* Commercial Carpet
Knrchl
call, 767-9970
r
in the Calloway Disversity, PO Box 9, Murray,
Hwy. 641 - 1/2 Miles South of Murray to
bie
Jo
Calhoon,
144
trict Court by Euel
KY
42071-0009
An
EEO,
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards
From
per sq. foot
Hazu KY
Franklin Kirks, admi- Linty Beane Lane,
M/F/D, AA employer
Murray,
KY
42071,
adnistrator of the estate
* Selected "Trustmark"
HELP WANTED Earn up
of Virginia Kirks, de- ministrator, appt. 11/
to $500 per week assemCarpet
Exceptions
ceased.
to 13/96, Max W. Parker,
bling products at home No
Starts
this settlement must 104 N. 4th St., Murray,
experience
INFO
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
be filed in the Calloway KY 42071, attorney,
At Only
per sq. toot
1-504 646 1700 DEPT
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
County District Court, 96-P-00315--All
KY 2021
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
claims
on or before Nov. 27, must
Best Prices
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 6.5'/7,
be filed by April
HELP wanted
Apply at
Now Going On At
1996.
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranDutch
Essenhaus
Largest Stock
30, 1997.
Ann Wilson,
teed issue regardless of health.
Cafeteria 753-2334
Jeritza Joan GuBest Service
Circuit Court Clerk
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
NO EXPERIENCE $500
thrie, 105 Barnett St.,
consideration now should be:
TO $900 WEEKLY/ POHazel, KY 42049, deLEGAL NOTICE
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service
2 miles North of Murray On The
TENTIAL PROCESSING
-A final settlement of ceased, Barry G. GuWe represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
accounts has been filed thrie, 501 Sid Darnell
companies to give you the best possible rates
OWN
HOURS
E-L Terms Free Delivery 753-4566
in the Calloway Die- Road, Benton, KY
and service. We may be able to save you
1 800-771 5281 EXT 1209
tnct Court by James D. 42025, administrator,
several hundred dollars per year. We have
PART time temporary sales
Miller, executor of the appt. 1/13/96,
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
merchandiser for 2 days
Dennis
estate of Trudie Miller,
would like to be your Agent.
20 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. Need a
TWO
per week in Murray area
LOCATI
ONS
J.
Courtney,
204.
6th
S.
deceased. Exceptions
Send resume to David
St.,
Myrray,
KY
42071,
job? GED? You may qualify if: You do
Hwy. 641
mi.
to this settlement must
Across from
Vaupal, P 0 Box 396,
South of Hazel, Ky.
Governor's Mall,
be filed in the Calloway attorney, 96-P-00317Equality, IL 62934
not have your GED or high school
Of 14 mi. North of
Behind Wendy's ...
County District Court, -All claims must be
POSITION
Openings
Paris,
DiTo.
diploma; You are between the ages of
127 Terminal Rd.
on or before Nov. 27, filed by April 30, 1997.
rect Care CounselorsClarksville
1996.
William E. Jones,
17
and 21. We are an E.O.E. This
evening, midnight and
905 Sycamore
Ann Wilson, P.O. Box 12, Hazel KY
weekend
shifts,
part
time.
project is funded by the Western KenOPEN
Circuit Court Clerk 42049,deceased,Joe B.
Prefer Bachelor's Degree
Visa
Murray, KY 753-4199
Fina
Mastercard ALL DAY
ncing
in
Human
tucky
Service
Private Industry Council J.T.P.A.
held
Nationwide toll free:
Adams, P.O. Box 166
Arranged
SATURDAY
LEGAL NOTICE
Previous experience with
1-800455-4199
Call J.T.P.A. Out of School 753-5479
youth a plus Supervisor
A final settlement of Hazel, KY 42049, exof Direct Care Staff reaccounts has been filed ecutor, appt. 11/13/96,
ext. 200, 8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
sponsible for scheduling,
in the Calloway Dis- Sid Easley, 204 S. 6th
treatment planning, case
trict Court by Bonnie St., Murray,KY 42071,
management Bachelor's
lue Tyra, executrix of attorney, 96-P-00318Degree in Human Service
the estate of Buster -All claims must be
field required with previous
'Brown Sherbet, de- filed by April 30, 1997.
supervisory and counseling
ceased. Exceptions to
experience
Intak•
Helen E. 1Doron, Rt.
'this settlement must
Worker responsible for reOvertime
Box 184', Murray,KY
1,
Parking
$10.00 sidents files, coordinating
be filed in the Calloway
placement services, and
.County District Court, 42071, deceased, Gail
Parking On Crosswalk
$10.00
participating in treatment
on or before Nov. 27, L. Doron, Rt. 1, MurtuunaiNG
HOME
team meetings Prefer Baray, KY 42071, execu1996.
Blocking Fire Lane/Fire Hydrant
$25.00
chelor's
Degree
in Human
Ann Wilson, tor, appt. 11/13/96,Ste•
Service field Apply in perObstructing Or Blocking Traffic
Circuit Court Clerk phen C. Sanders, Main
$10.00 son at the Genesis Home,
MDS COORDINATOR
at Seventh, Murray,
4747 Old Dublin Road,
Splitting
Parking Space
$10.00 Mayfield, KY 42066
KY 42071, attorney,
West View Nursing Home is a superior rated. 174
LEGAL NOTICE
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with
An informal final 96-P-00319, All claims
POSTAL JOBS PermaParking In Handicap Space Without
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
nent, full time, $13/hr with
settlement of accounts must be filed by April
Handicapped Parking Permit
government benefits Apply
$25.00
has been filed in the 30, 1997.
Our facility offers competitive wages and excellent
,
today for clerk/ carrier Apbenefits including health and life insurance as well
District
Calloway
Myrtle
Rickman
Parking
In
A
No
plication
Parking
info
Zone
Call
$10.00
as paid vacation days
Court by Ann Wrather Cooper, Calloway Gar219-791-1191 ext. P-23
Hoke, executrix of the dens, Apt. 1 A,Diuguid
This position is available on the 7-3 shift, 3 days
Parking In A Loading Zone
$10.00 POSTAL Jobs, 3 positions
- estate of Lillie G. Dr.,
weekly The applicant must be a licensed RN or
Murray,
KY
available
experience
• Wrather,deceased. Ex- 42071,
eligible for licensure in Kentucky Long term care
Stopped On Left Side/Facing On-Coming Traffic
$10.00 necessary No
deceased, Jane
For information
expenence preferred
ceptions to this settleCothran, 1714 Olive
call. 1-818 764-9016 Ext
ment must be filed in
For more information contact Barbara Clapp, RN.
1063
Any fine set forth_herein not paid in 10 dayB will automatically double,
_ the Calloway County St., Murray, KY 42071,
DON at 767-3664 or you may obtain an application
SKILLED MECHANIC
District Court, on or executor, appt. 11/13/
form in the business office
ASE certified preferred but
96-P-00320-All
-before Nov. 27, 1996. 96,
Jo Crass
not required Send resume
Ann Wilson, claims must be filed by
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••111Ms 5432 753 1304
City Clerk
to PO Box 1040C, Murray,
: :Circuit Court Clerk April 30, 1997.
KY 42071
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
•
MURRAY
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final
settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway
District
Court by Dorothy Cothran Baker,executrix
of the estate of Clealon
Burnett Baker, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Nov. 27,
1996.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Substantial
Cash Reward

1.-

Day

502-4
Nights &

120

Gun
Knife Show "

COMPUTE
NOW BEIN
AND EVE
WINDOWS
NET, MS
OTHERS.
INS RES
753-7001

November 23 6 24

IBM PS/2
tor Softw
Microsoft
soh Word
Lotus 1 2 3
a IBM PS'
computer
753 4264

cEVattive--(9ruzi

HALEY'S
lUglyiluck

140

ANTIQUE
collections
or night
ANTIQUE
or 1 piece
492-8646
evenings
CASH for
or new 7

Itto

"GUARANTEED"
SUPER SALE

CASH paid
rifles, shot
tols Ben
Goods
Murray

55°

War

31C

Kitche

TURNING AGE 65?

78C

Bi
Upper •
Will

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE

Outd,
Equ
Mobile
as Link
other

Wiggins Furniture

75
Wow -

4:113

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Towers,
repair &
tower, .
TV 5651
of Ame
channels
keep 40
for $10
down p

City Parking Fines

WestView
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Weems
Reatals

Howse
Fat Rsal

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

28R, gas heat. $325imo
Lease & references re
quired 753-9826

New Bungs
All Sizes Available
753-3853

28R in Haze deposit &
lease required 492-8526
after 7pm

LP Gas Refills
B&B Brokers, Inc.
701 South 12th St
753-4369 or 7511376
Rcliwp & Delivery
Beat Prices In Town
Campers R V
20 30 3340-13C Lb
Bottles Filled

HOME cleaning reliable
reasonable rates
901 247 5929
MOTHER of one with refer
ences will babysa in my
home or yours Anytime
reasonable 435 4468
NEED someone reliable &
experienced to dean your
house & home Call
753 2443 References

&MINOS

°peerlustily
Make $1,000 a day from
your home with an ad like
this Call (330)505 0266
24hrs. ext 107

1 45FT box semi trailer & 1
40tt Call 753-7342 or
759 1777

Redxed onc.ed to sell

502-753-4723
Days M F

502-436-5673
Nights & Weekends

120
Computers
COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.
IBM PS/2 with color moni
for Software includes
Microsoft Windows Microsoft Word for Windows &
Lotus 1 2 3 Also included,
a IBM PS/1 Printer and a
computer cart $550 obo
753 4264

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753 9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings
CASH for GI JOE toys old
or new 753 7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles. shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray

Want To
Buy:
Kitchen Cabinets
Upper and Lower
Will Tear Out

Outdoor Play
Equipment
Mobile units such
as Little Tikes or
other

753-6578

55 GALLON fish aquarium
with all accessories & 2
door wood stand
436-2794
5 ROCKERS. $65 each
new 4 recliners new $80
each 3 couches with
chairs, $100 set Brass
head & foot board, $10
437-4465

ATTENTION BARBIE
COLLECTORS' Barbies
1996 Valentine 1st Edition,
1996 Holiday, 1996 Winter
Fantasy, 1995 Holiday
Memories Hallmark 2nd
Edition, $40 $85 Barbie
Ornaments. 94 96 Holiday
Barbies. 1996 Springtime
Easter Barbie, 2nd Edition
$30 $45 759 0152 after
5pm
BETTY'S BLUE BARGAIN BARN Variety shop
Nice used furniture, collectibles, antiques Open
House Oct 26 Nov 10.
with refreshments & door
prizes 121 N 64 miles
from Murray between Stella
& Coldwater Open Mon
Sat 10am 6pm Sun
1pm 6pm Ph 489 2905
BOOKS, $6/dz. Puzzels
pricel Sega S NES, CD's,
tapes, movies Buy 3, Get 1
Freel Booktrader. opposite
Penneys, Mayfield
251-3233
COMMERCIAL tanning
bed 44 bulb stand up unit
10 15 sessions 489 2116
GAS heaters, unvented,
12,000 btu, $16299,
18,000 btu $178 99,28,000
btu $189 00 Wallin Hard
ware, downtown Paris on
the square
GO carts and mini bikes by
Manco Ideal Christmas
gifts Now at Lambs Small
Engine 101 Industrial Rd
753 2925
JOHN Deere 317, 48" cut,
full hydraulics, with 44 ft
hyd snow blade, excellent
condition, $1650
753-8743
MAJOR MOVING SALELazy Boy recliner, bookshelves filing cabinets,
large office desk, small student desk, letter writing
desk, Sears cargo car top
carrier, small microwave,
18 gallon fish tank old upright piano circa 1912. Macintosh computer SEND
with printer, 13in blw N,
5X8 braided rug. 5X8 oriental rug assorted dishes,
pots pans, books, clothesEverything must gel Fri,
Sat, Sun 8am 12pm, Hwy
94 East to Hwy 497 follow
signs app 1 7 miles to
Cross Spann Rd
474 9882
STAMINA 990 stair stepper, $45 Yamaha port
keyboard. $60 436 2682

-

Beasley Antenna Service
901-642-4077
%ming Henry 41 Surrounding Counties Since 1989.
Towers, antennas, rotors & amplifiers. We install,
repair & sell quality Channel Master parts. 40'
tower, antenna, rotor, amplifier & coax run for 1
TV 5650.00. 18" Echostar satellite system w/1 yr.
of America's top 40 programming +30 CD
channels(A $300 value)only $499! After 1st year.
keep 40 channels for $19.99 or pick 10 channels
for $IO per month. Financing available with no
down payment!

* UNDERPINNING *
(Skirling)

LIFETIME WARRANTY
White Grey Tan & Beige

FALL SALE - FALL SALE
Height $305
Complete Material

14x70 - 24" Avg

FOUR STAR
Mobile Home Parts & Service
492-848B
61, •r

STEEL Buildings Factory
sale 24X34 36X48
58X108 72X144 Save
thousands' 502 653 2504
WELL house heaters 450
watt thermostat controlled
heat $18 99 Wallin Hard
ware downtown Paris on
the square
160

ASHLEY fireplace insert,
like new, $600 436 2151

Cosmetology
School
For Sale
In Murray

SEE us fcx your barn or roo
metal Cut to length
Covers 36 inches many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

4 NW Tem, For 10 Yrtals

641 Storage

Nome
Furnishings
FALL SALE- Plan now for
Christmas save on all in
stock furniture Bedroom
living room & dining room
suites sleepers & rollaways Bedding all sizes
We will save you money
Lay a ways available Car
raway Furniture, 105 N 3rd
St 753-1502
165

COMMERCIAL space
available immediately,
200(q ft at 403 Maple on
the square downtown Ideal
for office or retail Call
753 4382 or 753 9864
COMMERCIAL building or
storage warehouse,
33 X51 with 10X10 overhead door Now open' For
more info call Rogers En
terprises 753 5140
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space overlooking
Court Square Rent $95
includes utilities 753 1266

3BR appliances with
washer & dryer furnished
1310 Sycamore Lease &
deposit required No pets
753 0932 753 5898

170
Vacuum
Cleaners

200
Sports
Equipment
BHB Firearms has moved
to town 767 9744 Pistols
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436 5650
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
260

T.V.
Rodeo
ALPINE 50 watt am/fm stereo, cassette deck a0CD
changer Less than 1yr old,
$450 753-7393 day,
753-625.3 night

Apwtmants
For Rent
1BR new apartment avail
able now on Diuguod Dr
Appliances furnished in
duding aod, $325/mo No
pets
Coleman RE
753 9898

16x80, 1994 ATLANTIC,
very nice on rental lot
759-9600
CLOSE- out on many used
mobile homes Large
tselection to chose from
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Hwy 79 E, Paris, IN
1-800-6424891
FURNISHED 14X6Oft
Fleetwood mobile home for
sale (includes stove, refrigerator, microwave,
kitchen table & chairs, 2
couches. washer & dryer,
bed, 2 dressers) Asking
$.8,000 Call 767-9731
LARGE selection of new
homes, many at close-out
pricesil Buy now and Save
bog bucksil Dinkins Mobile
Homes Hwy 79 E, Paris,
TN 1-800 642 4891
MUST sell' Older mobile
home on 2 lots with lake
view Pirates Cove at
Call
Hardin. KY
1 800-6424891

2BR nice duplex, central
h/a appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 38R apartments Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Murray KY 759 4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
BRAND new, 2be
bath
townhouse, appliances
plus wid furnished, $500
per month lyr lease Imo
deposit No pets Call
753 2905 or 753-7536
COME see all the changes
that are taking place here at
Hilldale We now have 21x
apts available, central h/a,
lots of closet space, carpeting, appliances furnished,
added security, handicap
accessible Stop by our oftick) to fill out an application
or call 437-4113 for directions. Office hours, MonFri, 7 30-3 30 Equal Hous
ing Opportunity. TDDrt
1-800.545-1833 ext 287

FURNISHED efficiency
apartment for rent Furnished lakefront, Cypress
ind
area, $395/mo
436-5099
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled Rent
based on income Handicapped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity
TDD* 1 800 247-2510
527-8574 or 492-8721

RENT to Own, 2br in Rivi
era, 12x65, central gas
heat Coleman RE,
753-9898

Available Now
Mobilo
Homo Lob For Rent
'4 ACRE lot, $75/mo
753-6012

Call 753-5585

'4 ACRE space Call
Grey's Properties,
759-2001 or 767-9435

Homes
For Salo
1800SO ft. 3br. 2 bath on
2 45 acres in Almo Most
sell, $65.000 759 2310

For Rent
Wee

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

2BR 1 bath bock house
with 1 acre with fruit trees
2 car garage, central air,
gas heat, out building Located in Akno area Convenient to 641 $70,000
753 8341

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail753 2905 or
able
753-7536

2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753 4761

365
For Sala
Or Leas.

3600S0 ft brick home, new
carpet and paint upstairs
which includes 3br, 2 bath
den, formal living & dining
wtgas fireplace Downstairs
includes 2br, 1 bath,
kitchen, wid hookup and
gas fireplace 1412 Dudley
Ph after 5pm, 759 9736

LARGE tobacco barn for
sale or rent Coldwater
489-2116 leave message
370
Livestock
& Sia:911••
4YR old Bay Quarter horse,
good ternperment, no bad
habits Experienced riders
only Also, 10yr old pony.
Great with kids A real
sweetheart Must sell
759-0390

4BR, 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
fireplace $90's Coleman
RE, 753 9898

4BR 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard. on
Tabard Dr in Martin
GRAIN fed beef, quarter.
Heights Reasonably prhalf or whole live wt or
759-4703 or
iced
dressed wt Bill Yeargin,
753-7688
901-247-3333 after 7pm
BRICK 2br. 2 bath, 1 car
garage 2 outbuildings &
tobacco barn Up to 10
Mid $70's
acres
502-474 8552 after 6pm

300
Pets
& Supplies
mix
DACHSHUND
puppies very Dachshund
looking Call 753-6619

BY Owner Hwy 121 South,
2000 + sq ft, 5 3 acres in
90's For appointment call
436-2832

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

CANTERBURY 4br, 24
bath pine Floors throughout, lots of extras
753-5013

430

CAPTIVATING new con
struchon will please aspir
mg new home owners This
4 bedroom 3 bath home
has a wonderful floor plan,
an assortment of tray &
vaulted ceilings, combined
with cherry hardwoods
Peachtree windows and
wrap around porch give
graceful character to this

Roe
Estero
FOR sale 2 duplexs on
adjoining lots Built this
year Brock, 2br, 2 bath, with
garage, all appliances Extra nice 753-3119
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

beautiful home $199,900
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLS83000784

HORSE FARM Don't miss
this opportunity to own your
own Mini Farm on 7 acres
Home is 2 bedroom brick
ranch Property also includes detached 2 car
garage/ shop and livestock
barn Offered at $67,500
thru Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLS*3000786

CHERRY Corner area repo
house & lot, 3br, 1 bath,
$600 down No closing
cost 1 800-944 3751 for
Jett
EYE- catching light and airy
brick located southwest
4BR/ 3 BA game room
hardcrown moldings
wood floors, walk-in
closets tile baths frontgabled serene street pr
iced to move Call BarbaraCentury 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492

t as
KOPPERUD
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all pnce ranges If
you are thinking of selling contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

FRESH on the market'
Neat as a pin 3br 1 5 BA
home located on Magnolia
Drive LA den with twe
place central h&ti fenced
yard Many updates Priced
at $82 500 Call Kopperud
Realty at 753 1222 today
for your showing MLSII
30000312
HOLIDAY Spedal price reduced $5,000 on new 3br,
24 bath house Excellent
location For further information call 753 3903 after
4pm
HOUSE for sale or rent
3br, 2 bath dining room,
utility/ laundry room, 1 car
garage fenced in bads
yard Conveniently located
between Murray & May
field 489-2009

PARADISE RESORT 71
Lakesuite, Condos & Cottages
Business Traveler Rates

$39-$59 per

NEW large 2br, 2 bath apt
Appliances furnished,
washer & dryer hook-ups,
low utilities Near Aurora on
Hwy 68 $425/mo Call
474-2774 or 354-8824

night

1990 SILVERADO. 58,000
nubs, groat aandn. Pet
753-9658

1909 FORD Tempo ikk
auto, as, 78,XXX maps, no
wet Must self $2.060 obo
Also, 1985 Dodge Omni
4, 4ap $950 obo Both
run great' 7674508

1991 SILVERADO. loaded
up, blue & wts. nice truck,
$S,000 499-2680

1989 NISSAN Pulsar NX,
one owner, low mileage
Cal 753-7857 altar 5pm

1992 FORD Ranger, red.
wish gray inlersor. 5sp low
mileage $7,200 Call
753-5798

1991 MERCURY Tracer,
eir, $3,700 olio 753-0393

1903 CHEVY Silvered°
set, loaded, teal green
Super Sharp! 753-1423W
tor Jeff or 753-4847 after 6

1991 PONTIAC Grand Pnx
SE, red with grey interior,
aluminum wheels 3 ILV-6. all power Great car.
like new Lowered to
$7,000 Wit take best offer!
489-2206 days or nights

1996 CHEVROLET S-10
est cab, black, custom
wheels, factory lilt Limited
kdition, 29xxx miles,
$16,900 obo
Call
759-5661 after 5pm

1992 CRYSLER
nice, 68,XXX $10.800
2,XXX mile warranty
753-0870

1995 DODGE Neon Highliner, 5sp, white, 2dr,
38.XXX miles(mosey highHOW would you like a bath way Mika), air, ern/1m casoft every bedroom? sone $9,000 or make an
Sunken fireplace in great offer! 436-6026, leave
room with cathedral ceil- message
ing" Formal dining room?
Kitchen with walk in pantry 1995 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
and island') This is it Call GTS, Up, turbo, loaded,
Century 21, Loretta Jobs only 22,XXX miles,
$17,400 753-5095
Realtors 753-1492
REDUCED' Lovely house,
4br or can be used as
antique shop on 1 acre
corner lot in Hazel, 400
Stateline Rd. $34,900
759-4520

LARGE 4 bedroom home
with garage aty utilities,
gas heat, in quiet neighborhood
Upper $30's
492-8680
NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
baths Open foyer, columns tile floors, etc, etc
City subdivision Ready to
sell 759-2571 435-4013,
435-4040
NEW home FOR SALE,
1602 Tabard, Martin
Heights, white Cape Cod,
3br, 2 baths, dining room,
open floor plan Double
garage, quality & beauty
Call 753-0090
NICE 3br home on extra bog
lot Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital
Priced low $60's Call
753-5020
OPEN DAILY from
8 00-2 00 new house on
Oak Hill Drive in Campbell
Estates, or call 753-3903
for appointment
POSITIONED on 8 acres
overlooking a stocked
pond 4BRJ 2 BA warm
hardwood
fireplace
floors
modern kitchen
double garage Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors 753-1492
VERY comfort- minded.
Established area with prestige 48R/ 2.5 BA two
story... First owner care.
country kitchen, tile floors,
wooded
pool with deck
lot . easy care landscaping Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492
Ask for Tina
WALK to Robertson
Elementary from this 48R/
2 BA priced in the $80s.
well
Hardwood floors
maintained property Call
Ed- Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
WHERE can you find a 3
bedroom, 14 bath with 3
acres priced in the $50's?
Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors- 753-1492,
ask for James

1995 GRAND Cherokee
Laredo 4X4, loaded, nice
Phone 436-5700
510
ComPirs

1989 BUICK Century Custom Mint condition both
mechanical & body, garage
kept, serviced every 3,000
miles 4 cyl, a/c, arn/frn
cassette, 73,XXX miles,
maroon int & ext. $5,500
502-762-6917 days or
502-753-6945 evenings

1991 JAYCO 35ft, front
kitchen, queen size bed.
exceptional 753-1537
520

&

530
&mks'
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Lrcensed & on
sured. Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tlm
436-5744,
Lamb
1-600-546-5262.

Vane
1989 FORD Mini Van, 1
owner, red w/gray interior
A+ condition, air, cruise,
am/fm, $1000 below book
retail, $4,300, 753-4141 or
753-8702.
1993 DODGE Caravan SE,
loaded, exceptionally
dean 436-2669 after 5pm

A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737.

Used
Truck*

A & A Lawn Care Leaf
mulching, raking & funk
hauling Tree trimming
Mark Lamb 436-5791

1978 FORD pick-up, 6cyl,
$750 437-4465
1987 STEPSIDE Chevy
pick-up, less than 60,XXX
miles,'roc motor, trans. CD
radio Have to see to appreciate $6,200 obo Trade for
Jeep or Chevy 4wd
502-753-7219, call after
5 30pm
SAMURAI 4 wheel
new top, new tees,
one owner, very
Call 753-1570

1988 Z71 4X4, hwy miles,
black, V-8. 759-5056
1989 FORD F-150 XLT
Lariat, 302, a/c, p/b,
pnv, cruise, tinted windows,
$7200 obo. 753-8371
1990 CHEVY Sifverado,
white 767-9857

This incentive is for buildings to be erected
between Jan. 15, 1997 and Apr. 30, 1997
Cali

Fax: 502-753-0816
Bus: 502-753-0834
Wick Buildings...Strong Buildings.

*Wick

Buildings*

1982 AMC Eagle, new tires
& brakes $900 obo
436-5787

Rooms
For Rent

Prestige Homes a

1614 OLIVE, gas heat all
utilities furnished Coleman
RE 753-9898

Building quality homes at an affordable
price Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates

Houses
For Rent
213R, 1 bath, in Pirate's
Cove 437 4180
2BR 2 bath central ft/a,
appliances furnished Also
2-3br duplex Coleman RE
739898

753-5628

.•

1987 CHEVY Turbo Sprint,
less than 49.XXX moles.
red, with dean intenor, a/c,
good tires, regular maintenance, Sap transmission,
excellent gas mileage
$1,800 759-9874

1989 CADILLAC ElDorado,
$6,400 obo 489-2050
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1986 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency, needs engine
work Good body & tees,
$500 Riding lawn mower,
10hp, Tecumseh engine,
36- cutting deck, $200
759-2446

We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESTIGE"

•

Odde--;

1984 MAZDA GLC, good
work car, $900 753-1078.

1988 OLDS Cutlass, local
car with only 27,7XX actual
moles, loaded, new Ores,
exceptionally clean Call
753-1570

• ••

.•••••er•••-

- A Wanda* Address

,

-

on Lynn Grove Rd., Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
Call 502-435-4487 or 904-673-0040

1986 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass, 6cyl, good work car
435-4253

CALL 751-0266 CALL 753-0266

330

, • t•-isk

1983 CUTLASS V-8, ttops, air conditioning, p/w,
p/I 753-6063, call anytime

Land For Sale

ALL carpentry 15yns exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGC
cerefed 489-2214

HEY!!!
OWN YOUR OWN WICK BUILDING
FOR AS LITTLE AS $500.00 DOWN

Used
Cars

Productive farm land or potential developmental real estate for sale. Located 2.5 miles South on the MurrayParis Road, less than one mile from
641 South. Contains 46.5 acres (of
which 45 acres are tillable) and approximately .8 miles of paved road
frontage. Land has been surveyed
and plat recorded.

ALL around hauling, junk
clean up, cleaning out
sheds/ gutters Leaf mulching, tree work. Free estimates Joe 436-2867.

K.B. & ASSOCIATES, INC.

502-436-2767
CALL 753-0266 CALL 753-0266

A brand new roof will add
value to your home, quality
Owen's Coming Shingles
New roods, re-roofs & tear
offs 100% satisfaction
guaranteed
901-644-9948

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur1990 GMC Stepside bur- niture repair & custom
gundy w/burgundy inter- woodworking. 753-8056_
ior, loaded, 15 aluminum ANY remodeling, building,
wheels, 74xxx SHARP! painting, roofing Free esti$9500 753-4264 after mates
References.
5pm
436-5008

490

NICE, clean 2br No pets
641 South 492 8634

Boats
Motors

21FT Check Mate, 200hp
Mercury Great condition,
must sell 767-9231

MUST sell, 1994 Concorde, black w/grey leather
interior, loaded 33xxx
miles, 7/70 warranty
$12,750 435-4559 leave
message or call after 6 p m

1988 HONDA Elite motor
scooter, excellent condition, $425 1993 Honda
Four Trax 4-wheeler, 2
wheel drive, excellent condition, $2,125 753-3068

Whirlpools & Fireplaces Available
Satellite TV

1995 GMC pick-up, extended cab, leather seats,
loaded, 16,8XX miles
753-8856

1996 MERCURY Cougar
XR7, loaded, low TIMM, 1
owner, $17,000 753-1227

1988
drive,
local
clean

•

1996 DODGE Dually SLT,
Turbo Diesel Fully loaded,
a power, custom *fleets,
running boards, towing
package Whets with blue
Interior Excellent condidon, 44,xxx miles Engine
warranty to 100xxx miss
$20,500 Call 474-8704 after 6pm

1992 Grand Sport F3uick
Regal, loaded, extra shop
753-8666 or 753-6433.

Motorcycle.

•••

.•

FIRST time savvy 38141 2
BA soft tone decor central heat and ar easy commute
economical
$54,621 Cal Rebecca at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492

.170

340

4x5 • 4x10 • 5x10
10x20 • 10x25

460

360

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village 1br
apartment, utilities in
duded, rent based on income 62 & older, or handi
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8888

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex with garage Ap2,10
pliances plus wed furnMobile
ished Central gas WE'
Homes For Rent
3rnos old Lease plus depo2BR, 17, bath, 1265, sit No pets $575/mo
freshly painted, new wall- 753-3119
paper and carpet, 3 miles
east of Murray No pets, VERY nice 2br, 2 bath, with
$250/mo, plus deposit Call garage, appliances furnished, $550/mo One
623-6314
month deposit, one year
Lakeway
in
2BR furnished
lease No pets 753 2905 or
Court $160+mo Call 753-7536
753-8216
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209

BUY LAND' 106 wooded
acres also 3 acres good
location near Ky Lake &
New Concord Easy terms
753-9302

NICE 2br home, minutes
from Murray, block to waCall
$375/mo
ter
527-9639

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

EXTRA large & extra nice
2br duplex 2 full baths & 2
'4 baths, all appliances
FISHER home stereo with furnished No step enreceiver. CD changer, dual trances all doors 3 wide,
cassette deck, Cerwin covered carport & 20'X30'
Vega speakers Seldom storage building in the rear
used, less than 3 years old, References required No
$700 obo Days 753-7393, pets 753 3018
after 5pm 753-6253
EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
gas heat, appliances, deck
270
1815 Ridgewood. lease
Mobile
No pets $425imo
Horne. For Sale
753 7457
12x70, GAS furnace
needs minor repairs,
$2,000 767-9241

ACREAGE IA to 275A.
Coidwater area, owner fl
nanang 502759-4713

Of

RAINBOW Vacuums New, (2) 2BR dup4exs, stove, reused rebuilt. repossessed
frigerator,
hooleup,
Also Repair & Supplies storage Puryear, nice
502 759 2454
area $380/mo and
$400/mo plus deposit of
$350
No
pets
(901)782-3495
1973 CHEVY 2 ton grain
truck, John Deere wheel
disk, transport auger
492-8411

Fuse •
For Sale

LARGE 3br, 3 bath, in Martin Heights. single family
subdivision, $700+mo
753-5344

OFFICE space for lease.
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753 8302 or 753-9621

Ardlques

NICE lot in Oakwood Ter
race Subdrvision great lo
cation close pa golf course
and school Must sell
502-527 7170

FOR sale or lease 3te. 2
bath brick near university.
central hia fenced backyard,outbuilding
759 9246

320

WALNUT tin door pie safe,
$295 6 pallor dining chairs,
new bluerarey upholstery,
$425 753 9751

3 HUGE corner lots in Pre
sion Heights 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753 2339

MEMMiRao]

4

HOME and office cleaning
New construction daily
weekly speaal cleaning
References Ph Valerie
436 5914

513
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AUTO FINANCING
Bankrupt? Slow Pay? Credit Problem

COUNTRY CHEVROLET f)
Call Tim Kinsey
527-8671 • 800-457-4866
104 W. 5th Street • Benton,
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Custom
-5 CABINETS
II WOODWORKING

Will Build To Your Specifications!

• Kitchen CabinctS & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
610 N ITA Si (Nest Ta. !abatis' Maw)• Murray
A DIVISION OF SO4:111.FMNI WALL sysnows, INC

t

Waiters (om Tactlug
753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years Experience
Rooting, Additions, Vin)l Siding, Decks
Remodeling

20%

Discount On AU Roofing
Nov. thru Feb.

er

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-430-5741-4
11.-800-548-5.26.2
Free Estimates LICDISED & INSURED
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Tree Remo../
Gutter Cleaning & °"314 OPeraled
Stump Removal
Muich Hauling
B1(
Cleanup StIlint
Tim LAMB
Light Hauling. Etc.
Landscaping
Full Lone of
Hedge Trimming
Tree spramg
Equipment

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
tams 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

Appliance Repair Service
& Maintenance
Ph. 502-767-9552 • Fx. 502-767-9284
118 5th Street - Murray. KY 42071
C. VanBuren
28 Yrs. Experience
Factory Trained Technifian Serving City & County

DEER PROCESSING- You
skin them & we'll profes
sionally custom cut grind &
wrap for your freezer Call
Oide Tyme Meat Shoop°
Dixieland Center Murray
753 MEAT
ELECTRICAL services by
R&R electric Does your
home/ business need at
tention? Call us for all your
electrical problems.
Murray- 762 - 000 1
Cellular- 519.1592.
EMERGENCY WATER
REMOVAL LEES CARCLEANING.
PET
753-5827.
FLOORING Sanding of old
hardwood flooring & refinishing or new white oak
installed. finished, $5/ft.
complete 502-527-2993.
G & E Plumbing repairs.
Free estimates. 492-8680
or 759-5613.
HANDYMAN/ contractor
available for many home
repairs Alda Calabrese,
(502)436-2997

HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We do it all
Licensed, Insured to
$300,000. Fred Osborne,
474-8621
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING, Make your old
new again with Formica, All
colors, free estimates.
Wutff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560.
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2260.

OS

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by arid see our showroom
40g

SUNRURY

N"---Amc
'
• ,l

MURRAY (Behind Runny Bread)
753 5940

. 11.1"21*

11111.11•11111 1111 1
1ATTENTION 1
Contractor or Home Builders

MACHINING, moldmaking
& casting services available. JIRAK CASTING753-4554.

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

I iliVne

:
I 11\-

436-2667 I

II

Murray • Benton
Mayfield • Paducah

Book now through Christmas Day
for Businesses, Private Parties,
Churches or Home.

Call for reservations now!

767-0924
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436 5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways, hauling foundations.
etc 759 4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
merit 759 1515
BACKHOE Service small
lobs, driveways, box blade
rotterbIling, snow removal
753 0834 or 759-9835

•

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 435-4358.

New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

SANTA'S
COMING TO
YOUR TOWN!

•,'

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
25 years. All new equipment cleans deep, dries
fast. Free Estimates.
753-5827.

Frio Estimates

Licensed Master Plumber

I

LAMB'S Painting and Contractors. No job too large or
small. ResidentialSandblasting- Spray Painting. 436-5950.

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers. Licensed &
sured. Local and Out of
State Moving. Phone
767-9630.

Cooksey's Plumbing

BOBS Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492 8584
BUSHHOGGING, box
blade front end loader, 52'
tiller for garden & yards
Landscaping, yards
mowed & weed sated
Snow removal free esti
mates Can Gary 753 0912
or Pop 492 8530

CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Es
timates LEE'S 753-5827
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

w,
gr
Sc
Cl

DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices "Cleaning vinyl sid
ing, homes, mobile homes
boats, brick driveways
parking lots, aN exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders
Insured. Completely Mo
bole Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502.853-1108

HANDYWORK/odd lobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call
759-1184

Don't fuss...
Call Us!...

at
Si

PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates,
502-4-37-4545
ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc 25yrs
experience 10% DiscounV
Senior Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co.
753-6433
SHREDDED mulch for
sale. Will also remove
leaves. 753-6226,
753-4168.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-5484
TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED, $35.00 Cable
Jacks added. moved Bust
ness telephone systems
sold and installed Custom
home electronics sales and
service Murray Telephone
and Electronics 753-7567
Prompt Reliable Service
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed. insured_ Estimate available.
759-4690.

CLEANING- yards, barns, WANTED: Odd lobs Landsheds, attics, garages scaping, mulching, clean
Hauling Free estimates guiles, tree removal, trim
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
shrubs, hauling, leaf cleanup, aerating, fertilizing, etc
For
free estimate call
COMPLETE residential
753 9048 Leave message.
construction New homes.
Have references,
add-ons, garages & remod
°ling Free estimates Call experienced
753-7091
WOOD VCR- repairing
CONSTRUCTION 8 VCR's. camcorders, microREPAIR- Free estimates waves, Mon- Fn,9 12, 1-5
Free estimates Visa/MC
Remodeling. fencing, deck
ing, plumbing & electrical accepted 753 0530
489-2832
560
Free
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Wins
Homes, trailers, offices
horns
Wutff's Recovery, Murray_ FREE to
.r: cab
lens,
436-5560
del 753 9491
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks 8 fencing Excellent FREE to good home part
mix
workmanship Affordable Chow Chow
753-6310
rates 753 7860

Su
ttri

Do You Have the Very First

Jai
bo
do

Calvin and Hobbes
Pictured left to right are: Fay Johnston, assistant director; Melissa Johnston
Cornwell, Esther James and back row Is Ray Clar*,

Co
Te

'Book Ever Published?

Thi
ma

If not, call 1-800-642-6480 and mention this newspaper.
Price $9.95 plus $2.00 shipping

Local Red Cross receives
Service Excellence Award
The Calloway County Chapter of dedication in carrying out the Red
the American Red Cross, a United Cross mission on a local as well as a
Way Agency, received the Service statewide basis.
Esther James was chosen for her
Excellence Award at the annual Red
Cross Awards Luncheon in Eli- dedicated service in the office and
zabethtown on Nov. 9. Assistant her compiling of the Calloway
Director, Fay Johnston, accepted County User-Friendly Resource Directory to aid the community in
the award for the Chapter.
The Calloway Chapter was cho- finding the phone numbers of diffesen by the Kentucky State Service rent "help" agencies.
Melissa Johnston Cornwell was
Council for providing exceptional
services to Calloway County in the honored for her diverse services.
following areas: disaster services; She is a water safety instructor; a
military and social services; HIV/ lifeguard; a lifeguard instructor; a
AIDS education; youth involve- CPR for professional rescue instrucment (water safety and BAT prog- tor; and a community first aid &
rams);local disaster relief;financial safety instructor. She also volundevelopment and volunteerism.
teers in the office.
According to Barry Fowler,
Ray Clark was chosen for his
chairperson of the Kentucky State outstanding disaster service. He is a
Service Council, only 40 chapters dedicated worker who has worked
across the state received the Service numerous disasters. He has been
Excellence Award.
ready to leave for a divicier with as
"Meeting the criteria to receive little as three hours notice.
this award. is very difficult and we
According to exbcutive director,
are very proud of each chapter that Peggy Billington,".Our real strength
'werirdie eittfa Mile to receive this- is in our volunteers. They are the
distinction," he said.
reason this chapter has won the
Also,the Calloway County chap- Service Excellence Award--beter had three people to receive the cause of their dedication to service
Exceptional Volunteer Award to our community.lam really proud
which is given to volunteers who of all.of-our volunteers, and espehave exemplified leadership and cially so of these three."

HOROSCOPES
THURSDAY,NOVEMBER 21, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call -1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 99
cents a Minute.) '
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE need to be flexible if appointments
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: are postponed or canceled. Romance
Lady Luck is your almost-constant will stall if you push too hard.
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
companion. Your personal life will
more than live up to your expecta- Although an idea interests you, you
tions! Be willing to go the extra mile may lack the motivation to act on it.
for business or career progress, then Paying closer attention to details
enjoy a well-deserved vacation in a will prevent careless mistakes. Takwarm climate. A robust romance ing a bold approach in romance will
beckons early in 1997. Steer a net you a special date.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Curb
steady course where family life is
concerned. Children benefit from an urge to be extravagant. Putting
stability. An unexpected gift _or your money into practical ventures
bonus,will; let you do something will lead to greater financial security. Save up for that dream home!
special for your loved ones.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: actress Goldie Hawn,' Owning property increases your
baseball great Ken Griffey Jr., Vani- .clout. Family members may offer
ty-Fair editor Tina Brown, ballet financial assistance if you are buying real estate. Be prepared to pay
great Natalia Makarova.
/ ARIES (March 21-April 19): interest. Follow your heart in
Doing one thing. at a time pays romance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 2.1--1ec.
handsome dividends. Listen to a
younger person's advice. Recipro- 21): Avoid acting all wrapped up in.
cating favors wins you new fans. yourself. Put your mate's needs first
Business tends to be on-again. off- for a change. An expert's financial
advice helps you meet a crisis sucagain.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): cessfully.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Ride the tide now regardless of what
your associates or rivals say. 19): Surprises on the home front are
Remember. they have their own something to write about. Be careful
agenda. Take time to analyze a situ- what you say. however, lest you
embarrass loved ones. Your goals
anon before voicing an opinion.
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): could change Wowing a talk with
Working at home is productive and an older and wiser friend.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
stimulating. You can reduce distractions by screening your phone calls. Keep any self-doubts to yourself.
It may be necessary to change your You have what it takes to succeed!
Steer clear of someone who always
plans for the evening.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): seems negative. Instead seek out
Refuse to take on a burden that people who think positive.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
should be shouldeied by someone
else. Getting involved in a friend's Make a decision that will benefit
love life would be a mistake. Be everyone involved. A health problem may be related to emotional
supportive. but avoid giving advice.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): When stress or job dissatisfaction.
traveling, try to choose a route that Although loved ones want to help.
will let you avoid traffic jams. You they lack expertise.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are imaginative and expressive, possessing a
natural grace and elegance. Innovative thinkers, these Scorpios will have little use for old-fashioned thinking. They have a special interest in the arts
and are also intrigued by the spiritual side of life. Their strong need for independence means that marriage will probably have to wait. Travel is apt to be
a lifelong passion. Eventually these self-starters will decide to launch their
own business. Luckily, they have a good head for figures.
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Automatic, Air
Stereo - More!

36 Mo. Lease
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- $1,000 down, $179 month, closed-end lease. First month
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payment plus security deposit totalling $1379 required at lease
inception. Total of payments $6,444. Lessee may purchase at
end of lease term for $9,546.36. Additional charge of $10 per
mile over 36,000 miles.

1997 Toyota Camry LE
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All Remaining 1996 Chevrolets

Yellow-Tagged to Move!
Example Stock #96366 1996 S10 IS
was $13,462.00
Peppers Disc. $2,162.03
ove! Fact. Rebate $300.00
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All 1997 Chevrolet S-10's
at Invoice and You Keep
the Factory Rebate!

NIX!

Example 1997 S10 4X4 Stock #97077
was $19,038.00
Now
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WHATEVER IT TAKES, WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COMPANY

SO a US Sayings Bond isn't the most exciting thing in the world But wouldn't you rather have
an investment that's guaranteed to grow? Sure you would

IEEE

Invoice may not reflect actual dealer cost. Prices do not include
taxes, title, tags or registration fees.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
A crowd of about 750 gathered
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University for the "Just Say
No" rally on Nov. 18. The event
was sponsored by parent-teacher
groups from the city and county
schools and Murray Optimist
Club.
Everett Nanney is pictured raking leaves in his yard on Eighth
Street in a photo by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a girl to
Jane and Joe McKendree and a
boy to Kathy and Kenneth Herndon, Nov. 13.
Kettle Burkeen of Calloway
County High School Speech
Team spoke at a meeting of
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Terry Orr, Heath Crouch,
Shane Bennett and Shirley Duncan are pictured with deer taken
while hunting.
Twenty years ago
Over 700 calls were processed
by Murray-Calloway County Poison Control Center during the
year ending June 30, 1976, officials said. Calls were received
from surrounding Western Kentucky and Western Tennessee
area.
Senior Master Sgt. Bobby G.
Steele is pictured receiving his
fourth Air Force Commendation
Medal at Tinker Air Force Base,
Oklahoma.
Calloway County High School
Speech Team won first place
sweepstakes honors at Trigg
County Lake Barkley Speech

TODAY IN HISTORY

Tournament.
IWO years ago
Judy Stahler, Mary Lou Smith,
Donna Seaford, Don Oliver, Dan
McDaniel, Dan Kemp and Eddie
Grogan, all of Murray, are among
35 students at Murray Slate University named for Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
M. Sgt. James E. Poole is now
stationed at Nha Trang, Vietnam.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Poole of Murray.
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77,
O.B. Boone Jr., scoutmaster,
made a weekend trip to Mammoth Cave National Park.
Mrs. Milford Orr and Mrs.
Clifton E. Jones presented a lesson on "Sea Foods" at a meeting
of South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club at the home of Mrs.
Stanley Grogan.
Forty years ago
Murray Lions Club will conduct its city-wide light bulb sale
tonight.
Calloway County will receive a
new allotment number in state
license tags for automobiles and
trucks next year, according to officials of Calloway County
Clerk's office.
College Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, Murray,
observed its 25th anniversary as a
church on Nov. 18, according to
the Rev. Orval Austin. pastor.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Harrell and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Hopkins.

F

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 20, the 325th day of 1996.
There are 41
days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 20, 1789, New Jersey became the first state
to ratify the
Bill of Rights.
On this date:
In 1620, Peregrine White was born aboard the
"Mayflower" in
Massachuseus Bay — the first child born of English
parents in
present-day New England.
In 1910, revolution broke out in Mexico, led
by Francisco 1.
Madero.
In 1925, Robert F. Kennedy was born in Brookli
ne. Mass.
In 1929, the radio program "The Rise of the
Goldbergs" debuted
on the NBC Blue Network.
In 1945, 24 Nazi leaders went on trial before an
international war
crimes tribunal in Nuremberg, Germany.
In 1947, Britain's future queen, Princess Elizabe
th, married Philip
Mountbatten, Duke of Edinburgh.
In 1967, the Census Clock at the Commerce Depart
ment ticked past
200 million.
In 1969, the Nixon administration announced a
halt to residential
use of the pesticide DDT as part of a total
phaseout.
In 1975, after nearly four decades of absolute
rule, Spain's Gen.
Francisco Franco died, two weeks before his 83rd
birthday.
Ten years ago: The director of the World Health
Organization, Dr.
Halfdan Maher, announced the first coordinated global
effort to combat the deadly disease AIDS.
Five years ago: California Democrat Alan Cranston
accepted a Senate reprimand for his dealings with former savings
-and-loan chief
Charles H. Keating Jr., but then denied he was guilty
of many of the
allegations, prompting an angry rebuttal by New Hampsh
ire Republican Warren B. Rudman.
One year ago: Federal employees idled during a govern
ment shutdown returned to their jobs. Olympic figure skating
champion Sergei
Grinkov died of a heart attack in Lake Placid, N.Y.
BBC Television
broadcast an interview with Princess Diana, who
admitted being unfaithful to Prince Charles. Radio stations began airing
a new Beatles
recording, "Free As a Bird," which had debuted
on ABC-TV the
night before.
Today's Birthdays: Author and TV personality Alistair
Cooke is 88.
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., is 79. Economist Beryl
Sprinkel is 73.
Actress-comedian Kaye Ballard is 70. Actress Estelle
Parsons is 69.
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hour in the United States.
An
estimated 1S8,700 of them will
die from lung cancer. These
numbers are staggering — more
than the combined number
of
people who will die in one
year
from alcohol, AIDS, crack
,
cocaine, murder and fire. The
total exceeds the number of
U.S.
battle deaths in World War II,
is.
eight times the number of those

have encouraged people who are
trying to kick their addiction to
tobacco to "quit for a tia - In participating in the - Creal American
Smokeout. Von ha‘c given many
smokers the inspir.inon they needed to quit smoking
This year, v... at i he American
Cancer Society are urging all smokers to stop smoking, and stressing
to young people the importance of
not starting Teens :Hid pre-adolescents must Is Matti' to
terstand
that there is nothing gla tttttroils
about smoking. Smoking and using
smokeless tobacco products can.

killed in Vietnam, and is 10
times the number who die annually in automobile accidents.
For years I have implored my

young readers. "If you smoke,
quit now. If you don't smoke,
don't start." Unfortunately,
today one in five teen-agers
smokes, and the number of kids
using tobacco is growing. Moisthan 80 percent of smokers
report that they started during
their teens; every day another
:1,000 get hooked. Now I'm urging:"Re smart — don't start!"
There was a time not too long
ago when lung cancer in women
was relatively uncommon. However, if women continue to
smoke at their current rate, it is
estimated that early in the next
century more women than men
will die of lung cancer.
Does secondhand smoke
affect non-smokers? You bet it
does! According to a definitive
report issued by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in

and will kill them our message to
kids is: Diin't start using tobacco
products olan.% kind'
please alert %oiu. readers
to the (1ceat American Sinokcout
again this veal.. Thank ‘01.1 In, L owcontinved
liclp iii
the fig hl against cariccr
JUNE K. IV MIN N
M 1).

PRESIDENT. Ill.IN
AM FRICAN 4 \

I imsloN,
'1•T tit wirry

DEAR OH. HOBINSoN: I'm
pleased to announce that tomorrow. Nov. 21. 1996, will
mark the American Cancer Society's 20th Annual tireat American Smokeout.
DEAR
RF:ADEHS: The
Smokeout is a one-day campaign to encourage smokers to
quit smoking for 24 hours — to
prove that they can do it. Last
year, more than 11 in ill ion
smokers quit for the day —
that's a giant step in the right
direction!
An estimated .150.019) Americans will die from smoking-related diseases in 1991i. Thai means
tobacco will claim 51 lives every

CONTRACT BRIDGE

PLAIN CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM...
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE... AND
CREME CARAMEL.
50 TS A TIE
BETWEEN
THOSE THREE?

1

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY I o i lic.past

BLONDIE
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A K Q 2
—
• 10 7 6 4 3 2
+874
VVEST
EAST
J
•---

78

tally unique.
Nevertheless,Sylvia's bizarre approach to the game brought her many
a sensational triumph, and it was

1993, secondhand smoke is a
Uhu-as A carcinogen on a par with

!.

I.

asbestos and radon. The report
also showed that children of
smokers are more prone to lung
problems and allergies than children of non-smokers. Secondhand smoke is also a significant
risk factor in Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome (SIDS). Therefore, if you are an adult and you
must smoke, don't smoke in.the
presence ofchildren.
My readers tell me that while
"cold turkey" is the most difficult, it is the most effective way
to kick the habit. Those who
need help or want more information about the effects of
tobacco may call the local chapter of the American Cancer
Society or I-800-ACS-2345.
So,-Dear Readers, if you're
hooked on tobacco and have.
-been -salving,"One of' these days.

these victories that made her the
most talked-about member of the
club.
A few of the members were op• posed tcr &Rowing Sylvia trypluy-1fi.
•A Q 10 8 6 5
KJ97432 the duplicate, for fear she would I'm
going to quit." why not join
• KJ 9
•Q 8 5
spoil the game, but, on the whole, the Great American
Smokeout
•KJ 9
4/. Q 10 2
most were in favor of the idea. They and quit tomorrow? It won't be
SOUTH
were curious to see what would hap- easy, but it will he the best
+ 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
pen, and they didn't have long to Thanksgiving gift you can give
wait. On the very first hoard, Sylvia yourself,and those who love you.
•A
became declarer at six spades on the
CATHY
+ A 65 3
hand shown,and West led the jack of
The bidding:
I DIDN'T GET A RAISE. DO
I HAVE NO HOPE Of A SALA-1 I tUNE A SHAK4 CAREER.
spades.
THE
ON
BRINK
OF
West
I REALLY NEED TO KEEP
North East
South
RY INCREASE FOR TWELVE
AT A FLOUNDERING COMPAtiti. FINANCIAL RUIN, ANOTHER
It is hard to explain what hapBy Peter H. Gott, M.D.
THESE NEW PANTS ?...4ES! MONTHS DO I REALLY NEED SHOULD I 8E. (WESTI
IV
Pass
4V
4+
pened now. I don't know whether it
N& IN
WOMAN EXPRESSES HER
5V
TWO VIRTUALLY IDENTICAL
5+
6V
CASHMERE TURTLENECKS?
6+
waft the tension of the moment, or
PERSONAL POWER 81/41 SNIPDEAR DR. GOTT: I've recently
SPORTGOAT59...YE5! YES!
Dble
4E5! YES!!
the excitementof playing in her first found
PING THE PRICE TAGS OFF
myself dizzy, nauseated,
Opening lead — jack of spades.
A 8,1& OF NEW CLOTHES
duplicate, or what the reason was unstead
0
y,
and have numbness in my
The
night Sylvia played in her that caused her to do what she did,
0
first duplicate tournament was a but the fact is that Sylvia played the left leg and arm when walking. My family has a history of multiple sclerosis.
night to remember. She had been a two from dummy!
I've also had some inner-ear problems
member ofthe club only two or three
This astonishing play was and wonder if this could be what's
weeks, but even in that short period greeted by a strange and eerie si- wrong with me or
if I, too, have MS.
oftime the membership had heard of lence on all sides. West then shifted
DEAR READER: Multiple sclerosis,
her extraordinary exploits.
to a club. Sylvia took the are,cashed a progressive neurolo
gical disease,
We had never previously seen the ace of diamonds, played a spade can
begin with the very symptoms you
such a player. It wasn't that Sylvia to the queen, ruffed a diamond, are
experiencing.
was a poor player — we had lots of played a spade to the king, ruffed a might have a circulatOf course, you
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
them at the club — it was just that diamond, played a spade to the ace, an alternative, that ory disorder, as
is complicated by
her thinking processes were so dif- and then di3carded three clubs on an inner-ear Problem.
,
MOM'S RIGHT'
StioOLD ferent from those of any player we the 10-7-6 of diamonds to make the
In any case, a neurologist should be
had ever met.The mistakes she made contract.
WAIT FOR SNOW !
able to sort things out, using blood
were so far removed from any ordiOf course, if she had won the tests and special examina
nary human error that we quickly opening lead in dummy,she would as MRI and PET scans. tions, sueh
Ask your famrealized her mental quirks were to- have gone down one!
ily doctor for a referral to such a specialist.
Tomorrow:Top-notch defense.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Multiple Sclerosis." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send ;2 plus a long, self-addressed,
ACROSS
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Hours:

SAVE ON EVERYTHING FOR

Mon.-Sat.
9-9
Sun.
11-9:30

lER
OPEN NOV. 28 - THANKSGIVING DAY - 8 A.M.-4 P.M.

Tape That Counts!!!

It's The Total On
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MwraeoartTURKEYS

Boneless
lly Cooked

SW-Basting W/T1mer
10-14 Lb. Size

HAMS

.14‘10

Lb.
Unalt 1
Ilona Said
To Beam

Lb.

Grade A Sell Basting

Turkey Breast
Fresh Frozen

Baking Hens

$2.99
lb. $1.89

lb.

Tennessee Pride

Pork Sausage

CELERY
$0 Cl. Large Stalk

59
Field
Kentuckian Ham

Fresh
Crisp
alifornia

a

Grade A Butterbal1

Turkey

;Stiff/
Tarnt,

$1.29
c
lb. 79
(10-20 Lb. Size) lb. 99`
lb.

Fresh Ocean Spray

12 oz. $1.69
16 oz. 99'

Cranberries
Bud

Cole Slaw

3ttretc.51

CLEAR
CLEAR
Sweet Sue
CHICKEN
CHIC
anP
BROTH
CHICKEN

Whole

COUNTRY
HAM

IkGolden
.

'BROTH
"'wan

( Orson,

NET W1

-„

14 0/

Sliced Free

NET VII1

14 0/

Ripe

BANANAS

Beg. or Low Fat

79

/

Lb.
Boneless-Skinless

14.5 oz.
Can

$2.29
lb. $1.19
lb. $1.39

Fryer Breast

Lb.

lb.

Boston Butt

Pork Roast
Fresh

Pork Steak

Martha White

Seedless

89'
s oz. $1.69

Flour

5 Lb. Bag
Pepperidge Farm Herb or Cornbread

Red Grapes

Stuffing Mix

Potatoes

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER COUPONS -EVE YDAY1
Tropical Isle
Frozen

DWI"
sucdtP
LIGHT BROWN
Domino

COCONUT

POWDERED SUGAR
or LIGHT BROWN

5 oz. Pkg.

2 Lb. Bag

99'

F

0

Kraft 12 oz.

Bakers Angel Flake
14 oz.

Vehreeta
Shells

Coconut
••
•.0014•••-'

JNN 811118
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PEPSI OR
DIET PEPSI
12 oz. 12 pk. cans
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VEGETABLES
Yellow WE.,CM= Style Coro,
Cut Green Beans, Green Peas,
French Cut Green Beans
14-15 as. Cans

990

Libby IS oz.

Canned
Pumpkins

Choc. Flavored
Chips
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PIE CRUSTS
11 in. B ct. Pkg.

Prairie Farms 15 es.
Beg. II Light
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Sour Cream.
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Prairie Farms
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1GA Frozini

I linn Better Salt-Rising Only
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$1.69
10 lb. Bag $1.99
lb.

MEAL ORANGE JUICE
CRANBERRY SAUCE CORN
5 lib. Bag
Wen leg
15 as. Can

WHIPPED TOPPING

BOILED CUSTARD
OR EGG NOG

II ea.

32 oz. Carton
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Prices Effeare
Nov. 20- Nov. 27
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We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
prindng errors.
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